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Abstract 
Constraint Programming (CP) is a problem solving method that was developed 
in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). CP is mainly for solving the Constraint 
Satisfaction Problems (CSP's). In contrast, Linear Programming (LP) is the 
solving method for linear optimization problem. LP has been developed in the 
field of Operations Research (OR). In CP, solving technique relies on consis-
tency checking algorithms and constraint propagation in the process of variable 
labelling. In LP, solving technique relies on the mathematical Simplex Method. 
Both CP and LP are powerful techniques to solve Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems (CSP's) and optimization problems. 
We observe that many CSP's contain a sub-system of linear constraints. Al-
though the conventional CP solver can be applied to solve these CSP's, the 
linear subset of constraints might be tackled more efficiently if LP technique 
is employed. We also consider the General Constrained Optimization Problems 
(GCOP), in which a linear objective function is to be optimised under linear con-
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straints and general constraints (such as atmost, a l l d i f f e r e n t , element, etc.). 
A pure LP technique cannot be employed for solving GCOP at all. Although CP 
can solve GCOP's using branch-and-bound based search, it is not very efficient 
as it does not make use of the linear subset of constraints. In addition, some lin-
earizable non-linear constraints could degenerate to the linear constraints during 
branch-and-bound search. A more efficient optimiser can be built if we make use 
of this. 
In this thesis, we propose two schemes of integration, one for solving Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's) and the other for optimizing General Con-
strained Optimization Problems (GCOP's). Generally speaking, our schemes 
integrate CP's and LP's advantages: direct modelling of problem and efficient 
constraint propagation in CP, and Simplex as global reasoning in LP. In our 
algorithms, the CP solver is used to solve the general constraints and prune the 
search tree using constraint propagation techniques. On the other hand, the 
LP engine increases efficiency for solving the linear subset of constraints. When 
all constraints are linear, our integrated solver/optimizer automatically degener-
ates into Simplex-based solver/optimizer. Similarly, it reduces to a branch-and-
bound-based solver/optimizer if no linear constraints exist. Most importantly, in 
general it outperforms the traditional techniques when both linear and non-linear 
constraints exist in the problem. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, we have built 
prototype implementations of the integrated algorithms and the performance of 
the implementation is compared with CHIP. The benchmarking results show that 
our proposed algorithms outperform the conventional techniques if any linear 
constraints are a sub-set of constraints of the problem modelled. Furthermore, 











約束編程（CP )是一種在人工智能（AI)範圍中發展出來的問題求解方法° CP 
主要用於求解約束滿足問題（CSP's) °相對地線性規劃（LP)則是用來求解線性 
優化問題。L P是在運籌學（O R )範圍中發展出來。在C P中，求解技術倚賴 
變量標號之過程中的一致性算法與約束傳播。在LP中，求解技術則倚賴數學 
上的單純形法。對於求解約束滿足問題與優化問題，C P與L P兩者都是有效 
的技術。 
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In article [21], Freuder stated 
"Constraint Programming represents one of the closest approaches 
computer science has yet made to the Holy Grail programming: the 
user states the problem, the computer solves it" 
In general, Constraint Programming (CP) refers to the study of computational 
system based on the constraints. The paradigm of CP consists in solving prob-
lems by expression the problem using constraints, and then finds solutions sat-
isfying all the constraints. CP is developed to solve Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [42] is defined as finding 
values to the variables so as to satisfy all the constraints. CSP's are generally 
NP-complete and difficult to solve. CP has been shown to be effective in solving 
scheduling, planning and allocation problems, such as car sequencing and radio 
link frequency assignment. 
Techniques for solving constrained optimization problems have been devel-
oped relatively independently in the field of Operations Research (OR). In par-
ticular, (Integer) Linear Programming (ILP/LP) [10] solves the (integer) linear 
1 
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Chapter 1 Introduction ^ 
optimization problems, such as capital budgeting, bin packing, crew scheduling 
and travelling salesman problem (TSP) effectively. 
"Linear Programming is used to allocate resources, plan production, 
schedule workers, plan investment portfolios and formulate marketing 
(and military) strategies. The versatility and economic impact of 
linear programming in today's industrial world is truly awesome". 
Eugene Lawler [17] wrote the above description for Linear Programming (LP). 
The term programming here means "planning or modeling". The principle tool 
for the solving of Linear Programming is Simplex Method developed by Dantzig 
10] when he was working at Rand Corporation during the post-WWII era. In 
this thesis, we shall focuses on the mathematical Simplex Method in LP. When 
some or all of the variables are required to take integer values, the problem is 
called a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) [9] or Integer Linear Programming 
(ILP) [36] problem. A common approach of solving ILP is the branch-and-bound 
procedure. 
1.1 Motivation for Integration 
For discrete (integer) problems, we observe that solving methods for both CP and 
ILP rely on tree search. In CP, solving technique relies on consistency algorithms 
and constraint propagation in the process of variable labelling. Sub-problems are 
solved by removing inconsistent values from the domains of variables. Heuristics 
such as variable ordering and value ordering usually speed up the solving process. 
In the branch-and-bound method for solving ILP, it relies on setting bounds on 
integer variables and solving the relaxed sub-problems. 
The performance of CP and LP/ILP on different benchmark problems have 
been studied [11, 26, 39, 47, 60, 64, 28]. These experimental results illustrate the 
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properties of these two techniques: on the one hand, CP allows expressing the 
problems with a more compact and natural representation. It provides a smaller 
model that is closer to the problem description. Especially, it behaves well for 
highly constrained problems and works efficiently with constraint propagation. 
On the other hand, LP is applicable for problems that can be described by 
linear equations and/or inequalities. However, it contains global perspective of 
relaxations and is more efficient for models with linear relaxations. 
LP is advantageous in that the generation of cutting planes strengthens the 
linear relaxation. However, the problem must be expressed as linear inequalities 
because non-linear constraints cannot be directly dealt with. CP is advantageous 
that it is more flexible in problem modelling. However, CP techniques are weak 
in dealing with optimisation problems and are relatively less efficient than LP in 
dealing with linear constraints. Therefore, it is clear that integrating of CP and 
LP is worth studying. 
In this thesis, we propose two schemes of integration. Firstly, we observe 
that many CSP's contain a number of linear constraints. Although conventional 
Constraint Programming (CP) techniques can be employed to solve these CSP's, 
it could be more efficient if LP techniques can be applied to tackle the linear part 
of these CSP's. Thus, our first scheme mainly focuses on solving such kinds of 
CSP's. 
Secondly, we consider a class of constrained optimization problems, in which 
the objective function is linear, the constraints can be a hybrid of linear con-
straints and general constraints (such as atmost, a l l d i f f erent, element, etc.)} 
ILP/LP techniques are powerful for solving "linear" optimization problems. If 
the optimization problem contains any non-linear (general) constraint, tradi-
tional ILP/LP techniques cannot be employed on such General Constained Opti-
iNote that these general constraints can in fact be expressed as nonlinear combination of 
variable. In this thesis, we shall use the terms "general constraint" and "non-linear constraint" 
interchangeably 
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mization Problems (GCOP's). Although conventional Constraint Programming 
(CP) technique can be used to solve GCOP's with branch-and-bound method, 
it is not efficient in making use of the linear subpart of GCOP. In addition, we 
shall show that it will be more efficient if Linear Programming techniques can 
be applied to tackle the linearizable non-linear constraints that could be degen-
erated to linear constraints. Unlike the previous work, we propose an integrated 
optimizer to solve such GCOP's. 
1.2 Thesis Overview 
In this Chapter, the motivation and the aim of our work are given. The rest of 
this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will give the preliminaries of 
CP and LP. It reviews the terminology of both different techniques in problem 
modelling and solving processes. In Chapter 3, we will present some related 
work on integration of CP and LP. In Chapter 4，we will present an integration 
scheme for solving CSP's. We also compare and contrast our approach with that 
of Beringer and Backer [3]. As the issue of CSP is to ensure the satisfaction 
on a set of constraints, the optimization issue will be considered in the next 
chapter. We will propose an integrated optimizer to solve the general constrained 
optimization problems in Chapter 5. In addition to showing the performances 
of our schemes, benchmarking results are also indicated at the end of Chapters 





Both Constraint Programming (CP) and Linear Programming (LP) are the solv-
ing techniques for constrained problem. In fact, they are using different tech-
nology in problem modelling and solving approaches. It is worth reviewing the 
origins of both areas to understand their property. In this chapter, we provide 
preliminaries in both areas. 
2.1 Constraint Programming 
Constraint Programming (CP) is a problem solving method that was developed 
in Artificial Intelligence. Generally speaking, CP is concerned with solving in-
stances of the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's). Constraint satisfaction 
is the nature of the problems developed in the field of AL Many such problems 
can all be formulated as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's). CSP's ap-
pear in many areas, for instances, vision [6, 13, 33, 45], resource allocation in 
scheduling [20, 48, 50], and temporal reasoning [1, 2, 14, 62]. A common solution 
strategy in CP is a search, such as systematic search and local search. In the 
following sections, we are going to explain the terminology of CP. 
5 
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2.1.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's) 
In this section, we are going to give a technology of the Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem (CSP). Some of the definitions are adopted from Tsang [63:. 
Definition 1 A CSP is defined as a tuple {X,D,C). X is a finite set of variables. 
D is a finite set of domains and each domain is associated with a variable in X. 
C is a set of constraints that restrict values on variables. 
Definition 2 The domain D^ is the set of all possible values that can be assigned 
to the variable x, D^ ^ D, x E X. 
Definition 3 A label < x,v >isai variable-value pair. It represents the situation 
that the value v is assigned to the variable x, v e Dx-
Definition 4 A compound label (< xi,Vi > , . . . , < 工几，Vn > ) is a simultaneous 
assignment of the values {v i l , . . . , ” „ } to a set of variables {xi, . . .，x^}, where 
Vi e Dx-, Xi e X, i = 1,... 
Definition 5 A constraint c G C on a set X of variables is a restriction on the 
values that can be taken simultaneously by labelling. The set C of constraints 
consists of two disjoint subsets, the set Q of linear constraints and the set Cn of 
non-linear constraints. That is, C = Ci LI Cn, and Q fl Cn = 0. The set Cn of 
non-linear constraints is composed of two disjoint subsets, the set Cstn of strictly 
non-linear constraints and the set Cun of linearizable non-linear constraints. That 
is, Cn = Cstn U Clin, and Cstn 门 Clin 二 0- Liuearizable non-linear constraints are 
those non-linear constraints that can degenerate to linear constraints after some 
variables are assigned values, and strictly non-linear constraints are those that 
do not degenerate to linear constraints. 
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Without loss of generality, we denote C to be a set of predicates in the form 
of p{xi,...，Xs), e X , i = 1,. •., s. Ci is in the form of p{Ei=i 喻,力 c), where 
Vi G X, ai.tc G 况,and p is '> ' , '< ' or ‘=, predicates. Generally, a linearizable 
non-linear constraint is in the form of p{Ei=i cn 11^ =1 where � G X , 
ai,tc e 况，and p is '> ' , '< ' or '=，predicates. Note that a linearizable non-linear 
constraint can be replaced by a set of constraints of the form ES=i o^iviv'i 二 c, 
where Vi, v'i G X , a^ , c G 况.For example, constraint 5xiX2Xs = 6 can be replaced 
by two constraints bxxs = 6 and rr 二 XiX2. Therefore, without loss of generality 
we define constraints in Cun to be the form ofp(Er=i caviv'i, tc), where 灼，v�G X , 
ai,tc e 况,and p is '> ' , '< ' or predicates. We observe that a constraint in 
Clin automatically degenerates to a linear constraint if vi or v'i is labelled. 
Definition 6 The solution to a CSP is a compound label for all the variables 
in the CSP that satisfied all constraints. 
Definition 7 Constraint Propagation is an inference rule for CSP's to prune 
the inconsistent values from domains D during the search. The inference rule 
bases on the concept of consistency check, such as node consistency and arc 
consistency. 
Let vars{c) be the variables in a constraint c and \vars{c) \ denote the number 
of variables in the constraint c. We adopt the following definitions from Marriott 
and Stuckey [43 . 
Definition 8 A constraint c is node consistent with a set D of domains if either 
vaTs{c)\ + 1 or, if vars{c) = {x}, then for each d e D^ e D, {x ^ d} is Si 
solution of c. 
Example 1 Consider the example of a CSP 
Z < 2 
/ 
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with the domain D{Z) = {1, 2,3} • It is not node consistent because the value 3 
for Z is not consistent with constraint Z < 2. In order to transform a CSP into 
an equivalent CSP which is node consistent, value 3 is pruned from the domain 
which becomes D(Z) = {1,2} . 
Definition 9 A constraint c is arc consistent with a set D of domains if either 
vars{c)\ + 2 or, if vars[c) = then for each d^ e D^ e D, there is 
some dy e Dy e D such that {x ^ d^.y ^ dy] is a solution of c and for each 
dy e Dy e D, there is some d^ e D^ ^ D such that {x dx,y ^ dy} is a 
solution of c. 
Example 2 Consider the CSP with only one constraint 
X < y 
and D{X) = D{Y) = {1,2} . It is not arc consistent. The value 2 for X is not 
consistent with the constraint 2 <Y because there is no value in Y 's domain 
satisfies 2 <Y. Similarly, the value 1 for Y is not consistent with the constraint 
X < 1 because there is no value in X，s domain satisfies X < 1. If the domains 
are pruned and become D{X) = {1 } and D{Y) — {2} , then the CSP is arc 
consistent. 
A CSP with constraints Ci A • • • A c^ and the set D of domains is said to be 
node consistent if each constraint Ci is node consistent with D for 1 < z < n. 
Similarly, a CSP with constraint Ci A • • • A c^ and the set D of domains is arc 
consistent if each constraint Q is arc consistent with D for 1 < z < n. 
With each set C of constraints is associated a constraint domain theory D� 
such that the satisfiability of each constraint c is decidable in D, that is, either 
DC ^ 3{c) or DC — -n3(c). 
/ 
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Let Cy = {ciW ...V CN}, where Q G C, VZ, and be associated with k variables 
{ v u . . . , V k ) . Cy is satisfiable if and only if !：>。_ ^ ( “ v . . . V c几)，or unsatisfiable 
otherwise. Cy is associated with a set s幻 of solutions defined by 
s^  = {X :Dc\= 3(ci V … V Cn)X} 
where A = {vi/si,…，Vk/sk}. Thus, C^ is satisfiable if and only if s^  0, where 
Si is the domain value for variable vi 
Intuitively, a set C of constraint can be decomposed into a disjunction of 
finite sub-constraints, without loss of solutions. 
In CSP, the goal is finding a compound label that satisfies all the constraints. 
Generally, an evaluation function is added to the CSP's as constraint in optimi-
sation problem. For the ease of explanation, we adopt the following definition. 
Definition 10 A General Constrained Optimization Problem (GCOP) is defined 
as a tuple (Z, X, D, C). Z is an objective function. X is a finite set of variables. 
D is h finite set of domains and each domain is associated with a variable in X. 
C is a set of constraints that restricts the combination of values on variables. 
Definition 11 The objective function Z is expressed as mathematical expression 
in the form E ^ i o^iXi, where Xi G X, ai.tc G The value that is evaluated 
from this objective function is called objective value. 
Definition 12 A solution to a GCOP is a compound label for all the variables 
in the GCOP that satisfies all constraints C. An optimal solution to a GCOP 
is a solution of GCOP that has the most favourable objective value among all 
solutions. The most favourable value is the largest value if the objective function 
iNote that a non-linear objective function can be replaced by a linear objective function 
and a set of non-linear constraints in the form Xi = 3 •> where Xi, vj, v'j G X. For 
example, non-linear objective function Z = 8x1x2 — Sxs can be replaced by objective function 
Z = 8x-3x3 and constraint x = xix^. Therefore, without loss of generality we define objective 
function to be in linear form. 
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is to be maximized, whereas it is the smallest value if the objective function is 
to be minimized. In other words, the optimal solution is the best solution. 
2.1.2 Satisfiability (SAT) Problems 
Satisfiability (SAT) problems [8, 22] are an important class of constraint sat-
isfaction problems (CSP's). Many problems in logic [7, 38], computer aided 
design [37], machine learning [34, 44], planning [15] and very large scale integra-
tion (VLSI) engineering [49], etc., can be formulated as SAT problems. These 
problems are also known to be NP-complete [8, 22] and require algorithms of 
exponential complexity in the worst case to obtain a satisfying assignment. Now 
we will give the definition of SAT problem in this part. 
Definition 13 SAT problem is defined as a set of n clauses {Ci, C2, •.., Cn} on 
m variables x = {xi,X2,..., Zm}, Ac; = {0 ,1} . 
Definition 14 A clause Ci consists of logical-or (V) connected either variables 
or negations (-1) of variables. The clause Ci is satisfied if at least one of its 
members is true. 
Definition 15 Conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a Boolean expression in the 
form Ci 八 C2 八…八 Cn，where 八 is logical-and and Q is the clause. The entire 
Boolean expression is satisfied if all of its clauses Ci are simultaneously satisfied. 
The goal of the satisfiability (SAT) problem is to find an assignment of values 
to the variables so that the CNF of SAT problem evaluates to true, or derive its 
unsatisfied. 
/ 
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2.1.3 Systematic Search 
Different solving processes have been developed in the past for solving the CSP's 
and SAT problems. Basically, CSP's can be solved using the generate-and-test 
method. Each possible combination of the variables is systematically generated 
and then tested. If it satisfies all the constraints, it is a solution. The number 
of combinations considered by this method is the size of the Cartesian Product 
Dx^ X . . . X Dx^ of all the variable domains. Systematic search is a backtracking 
algorithm [35] combining with consistency checking algorithms [42]. Initially, a 
root node is created to solve original CSP. Whenever a node is visited, a con-
straint propagation algorithm is first used to restore the domains to consistency. 
If the domain size of each variable becomes one and corresponding CSP is satis-
fied, the node represents a solution. If any variable domain becomes empty, the 
resultant CSP is unsatisfiable and the procedure backtracks to another domain 
value. Otherwise one of the variables is selected, and new CSP is created for 
each possible domain value of this variable. Each such new CSP is depicted as a 
successor node of original CSP and perform the above process again. The process 
stops until all variables are assigned values and all constraints are satisfied or 
CSP is unsatisfiable. Figure 2.1 shows the procedure of systematic search. 
Clearly, systematic search is a complete search. It can detect unsatisfiability 
when the CSP is unsatisfied. Systematic search visits the nodes in the depth-first 
search strategy until a solution is found. However, it is inefficient to solve large 
problem instances. Altering the order in which variables or domain values are 
labelled can have dramatic effects on the size of search tree. Thus, there are 
heuristics such as first-fail (FF), large domain first (LDF), small domain first 
(SDF), large value first (LVF), small value first (SVF), which can possibly speed 
up the search. If first-fail (FF) heuristics is used, variables with the smallest 
domain are first chosen, it potentially allows earlier failure of the entire branch 
to be discovered. If large domain first (LDF) heuristics is used, the variable with 
7 
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Let X be a set of variables 
D be a set of domains 
C be a set of constraints 
Systematic(C, X, D) 
node_arc_consistency(X, C, D) 
if 3d G L) and c? = 0 then 
return false 
elseif ^x e X and D^ = {ax} then 
if all constraints in C are satisfied with x = a^ then 




choose X e X , Dx ^ {clx} 
(according to user-specified heuristics) 
for each value d ^ Dx do 
Cr = Systematic(C U {x = d}, X, D) 





Figure 2.1: The mechanism of Systematic search 
the largest domain value are chosen and labelled first. Similarly, the variable 
with the smallest domain value is chosen and labelled if small domain first (SDF) 
heuristics is used. Besides the variable ordering heuristics, we can also alter the 
order of domain values in labelling. If large value first (LVF) heuristics is used, 
the largest domain value from variable is chosen to label that variable first. If 
small value first (SVF) heuristics is used, the smallest domain value from variable 
is chosen to label the variable first. 
As mentioned before, a CSP is only defined as a satisfaction problem. With 
regards to constraint satisfaction and optimization problem, CP allows to solve 
it with branch-and-bound algorithm. We denote the objective function as g : 
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D工1 X . . . X Dx^ 况，SO that at any satisfied point to the CSP, the value 
of objective function g {x i , . . . ,xn) can be evaluated. We assume that we are 
minimizing the objective function g {x i , . . . , Xn). The systematic search procedure 
is used to find a first solution of CSP, while ignoring the objective function 
g{xi , . . .,Xn). Let Vs = (t-i, •.., Vn) represent one of solution. The search space 
can be pruned by adding the constraint g {v i , . . . , fn) > and then 
continues the search. The new constraint is added whenever any new solution 
has a smaller objective value. The procedure stops until no new solution is found. 
Then, the last solution is taken as the optimal solution. 
2.1.4 Local Search 
The advantage of complete search is that it can detect infeasibility when a CSP is 
infeasible. However, it is generally computationally expensive for large problem 
instances. Recently, different local search methods have been proposed, solving 
a class of hard CSP's and SAT problems with sizes of an order-of-magnitude 
larger than those solved by complete search. In the following, we will describe a 
"general" local search algorithm. 
A local search algorithm consists of an initial stage and a search stage. A 
random truth assignment for all variables is generated in the initial stage. Then, 
the local search algorithm enters the search stage and starts the search process. 
The search process is an iterative local optimization process. It searches for 
improvement within local neighbourhood of current truth assignment by a test 
and, if there is any improvement, takes an action for improvement. Usually, this 
process changes the assignment of the variables that leads to the largest total 
number of satisfied constraints. A major weakness of local search is that the 
algorithm could get stuck at local optima [46]. Different local search methods 
have different strategies to escape from local optima. The search process stops 
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until solution found or termination condition reached (such as resource limit 
reached). 
In the following part, we give an overview of several local search methods: 
GSAT [53，54，57], WSAT [56, 55]，GENET [12, 65], E-GENET [40], Fuzzy 
GENET [68] and DLM [58, 69:. 
Selman et al. [57] propose a greedy local search procedure called GSAT for 
a satisfying assignment of a set of propositional satisfiability (SAT) problems. 
GSAT escapes from the local minima by restarting the search at a new ran-
dom initial assignment. One feature of GSAT is the presence of sideways moves. 
GSAT continues flipping variables even when this does not increase the total 
number of satisfied clauses. Another feature is that the variable whose assign-
ment will be chosen at random if more than one assignment would yield an 
increase the same total number of satisfied clauses. Moreover, the GSAT pro-
cedure requires the setting of two parameters MAX-FLIPS and MAX-TRIES, 
which determine respectively, how many flips the procedure will attempt before 
giving up and restarting, and how many times this search can be restarted before 
quitting. 
Selman et al. [56] propose a new algorithm WSAT (for "walk SAT") which 
implements GSAT's random walk strategy with subtle but significant modifica-
tions for escaping from local minima. This new strategy is called "Mixed Random 
Walk". This strategy is based on mixing random walk over variables that appear 
in unsatisfied clauses with the greedy local search. It perturbs only those vari-
ables critical to the remaining unsatisfied clauses. The "Mixed Random Walk" 
contains two parts. The first part just randomly picks a variable that occurs in 
some unsatisfied clause and flips its truth assignment with probability p. These 
moves are closely linked to unsatisfied clauses. The other part just follows the 
standard GSAT procedure with probability 1 - p. WSAT makes flips either ran-
dom or according to a greedy heuristic. It can be viewed as adding greediness as 
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a heuristic to random walk. 
GENET proposed by Tsang et al [65] is a connectionist model for solving bi-
nary CSP. A binary CSP is one with unary and binary constraints only. GENET 
is similar to other local search methods and does not guarantee completeness. 
One feature of GENET is the generation of connected networks dynamically 
which represents the binary CSP. A node in the connectionist network repre-
sents a possible value of each variable. The state of node i is either 1 or 0. 
All the nodes for each variable are collected to form a cluster. Every pair of 
labels between different clusters that is prohibited by a constraint is connected 
by an inhibitory link. There are no connections between compatible nodes. The 
weight Wij is given for each connection between nodes i and j. In each iter-
ative improvement, GENET moves to local neighbourhood that leads to have 
maximum input. The input to a node is the weighted sum of all its connected 
nodes states. Another feature is that GENET use heuristic learning for escaping 
from local minima. Learning has the effect of "filling in" local minima by in-
creasing the weight of violating the constraints that are violated in the minima. 
After learning, it reduces the possibility of any violated constraint in the minima 
being violated again. It allows the network to escape more complicated multi-
state minima composed of a "plateau." GENET has two termination rules. One 
is that the solution has been found. Another is that the maximum number of 
cycles reached or the time limit has been exceeded. 
For the improvement of GENET, E-GENET that is proposed by Lee et al. [40: 
is an extended GENET to handle the case of non-binary CSP's. Fuzzy GENET 
that is proposed by Wong and Leung [68] is an extended GENET that han-
dles Fuzzy CSP's, which allows individual constraints to either fully or partially 
satisfied. Both E-GENET and Fuzzy GENET are the extensions of GENET. 
Therefore, they have similar architecture of GENET. They are also local search 
and do not guarantee completeness. 
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Recently, Discrete Lagrangian-based Global Search Method (DLM) has been 
proposed by Shang et al [58] for solving SAT problem. The Lagrange multipliers 
in DLM provide a force to lead the search out of a local minimum and move it 
in the direction provided by the Lagrange multipliers. DLM does not only rely 
the weights of violated constraints to escape from local minima as GENET, but 
also uses the value of an objective function to provide further guidance. DLM 
provides two counter-acting forces to bring the search to a saddle point. To 
get out of local mimima that do not satisfy all constraints, DLM increases the 
penalties on constraints that are violated, recording the history information on 
constraint violation in the Lagrange multipliers. As the time passes, the penalties 
on violated will be very large, forcing these constraints to be satisfied. Thus, 
DLM moves a search trajectory towards a local minimum in a direction provided 
by the Lagrange function and out of a local minimum in a direction provided by 
the Lagrange multipliers without restarting. 
Although local search is much faster, it is an incomplete search. Local search 
saves much time, but cannot conclude whether the CSP is feasible or infeasible 
when no solution is found within the time limit. 
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2.2 Linear Programming 
In contrast to CP, Linear programming (LP) is a technique for solving optimiza-
tion problems with linear objectives and linear inequality constraints. However, 
LP has been developed relatively independently in the field of Operations Re-
search (OR). Many combinatorial optimization problems, such as capital bud-
geting [59], bin packing [41], crew scheduling [4] and travelling salesman problem 
(TSP) [30] can be modelled as Integer Linear Programming Problems, where all 
of the variables are restricted to integer values, or Mixed Integer Programming 
(MIP) problems [9] and relies on the technique of Integer Linear Programming 
(ILP), where some of the variables are restricted to integer values. In solving 
ILP, branch-and-bound methods are often used which branches on the integer 
variables, and using LP relaxation on branches. In the following sections, we are 
going to explain these terminologies. 
2.2.1 Linear Programming Problems 
Linear Programming (LP) Problems are proposed by Dantzig to describe and 
solve different planning problems. In [10], Dantzig writes 
"Nevertheless, it is possible to abstract the underlying essential simi-
larities in the management of these seemingly disparate systems. To 
do this entails a look at the structure and state of the system, and 
the objective to be fulfilled, in order to construct a statement of the 
actions to be performed, their timing, and their quantity, which will 
permit the system to move from a given status toward the defined 
objective" 
The general problem that is studied by Dantzig is to allocate the limited re-
sources among competing activities in the best possible way. He proposes linear 
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programming that uses a mathematical model to describe and solve such prob-
lems. In mathematical terminology, a linear programming problem is defined 
by a set X of real continuous variables, a set Ci of linear constraints, and an 
objective function Z. We adopt the following definitions from Dantzig [10 . 
Definition 16 Assume we have m linear constraints and n real continuous vari-
ables {xi, . . X n ) - The standard form of Linear Programming Problem is defined 
as the form: 
Minimize Z 二 
subject to Ax < b 
x>0 
where c = (Ci . . . Cn) ,x = {xi ... Xn ), 
( \ ( . \ dll . • • CLln 
A= ； ••. ： ,b= •：, 
�O'ml . . . y ybm J 
Xi G X, bj > 0 are constants, for Vi, j . 
Definition 17 A feasible solution for a linear programming problem is the as-
signment of variables for which all linear constraints are satisfied. An infeasihle 
solution is the assignment of variables for which at least one linear constraint is 
violated. An optimal solution is a feasible solution with the minimum objective 
function value. The optimal objective function value represents the minimum of 
the objective value. 
In LP, the goal is to find the optimal (minimum) solution for the given linear 
programming problem. The Simplex Method, a solution strategy for LP problem 
developed by Dantzig [10] is described in next section. 
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2.2.2 Simplex Method 
For linear programming, one of the solving strategies is based on the generation 
of the feasible solution by Simplex Method (Dantzig [10]). In this section, we 
summarize the procedure of the Simplex Method from textbooks [29, 43]. Before 
understanding the procedure of the Simplex Method, it is better to view it from 
its geometric perspective first. Consider the following example. The LP problem 
has three real continuous variables {xi, X2, Xs), a set of linear constraints and 
an objective function Z. These linear constraints define the feasible set which is 
a polytope in a three-dimensional space as shown in the Figure 2.2. 
/ 八 / \ optimal 
/ / / solution 
Figure 2.2: The polytope of feasible solution space 
In Figure 2.2 , the arrow Z represents the vector of the objective function. 
Each linear inequality constraint defines a half-space of 况3 that contains points 
permitted by the corresponding constraint. The intersection of these constraints 
forms the feasible solution space of the whole LP problem. The points of intersec-
tion that lie at the corners of the feasible solution space are called the corner-point 
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feasible (CPF) solutions. The Simplex Method begins with an arbitrary CPF 
solution. Geometrically, the Simplex Method "moves" from one CPF solution 
to another one decreasing (or not increasing) the value of objective function at 
each step. Because the objective is a linear function and you are optimizing over 
a polytope, it is guaranteed that there will be an extreme-point solution. After 
certain iterations, the Simplex Method reaches this optimal solution as indicated 
in Figure 2.3. 
j f ^ 一 � - � o p t i m a l 
/ / r " “ s o l u t i o n 
Figure 2.3: The searching path of Simplex algorithm 
The Simplex Method is a systematic procedure for searching through the 
corner-points of the solution space. Note that the Simplex Method is greedy 
since it selects the best choice at each iteration without using information from 
previous or future iterations. The Simplex Method obtains the optimal solution 
through the edges (boundaries) of polytope and is guaranteed to find an optimal 
solution if finite optima exist. 
/ 
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The preceding paragraph has pointed out the geometric perspective of the 
Simplex Method. The Simplex Method normally runs on computer to get the 
result. Thus, it is necessary to translate the conceptually geometric procedure 
just described into a usable algebraic procedure. Before we introduce the alge-
braic procedure of Simplex Method, we give some terminologies. We adopt the 
following two definitions from textbooks [29, 43 . 
Definition 18 A basic feasible (BF) solution is an CPF solution of LP problem. 
Definition 19 A LP problem is in basic feasible solved form (restricted normal 
form) if all linear constraints are of the form yj = bj + 而 where the 
variable yj does not occur in any other linear constraint or in the objective 
function and the constant b is non-negative. Each variable is designated as 
either a non-basic variable or a basic variable. The variable yj is said to be basic 
and the other variables are non-basic (parameters). Assume the LP problem is 
already in basic feasible form, the number of basic variables equals the number 
of linear constraints. Therefore, the number of non-basic variables equals the 
total number of variables minus the number of linear constraints. 
A LP problem in basic feasible solved form has a corresponding BF solution. 
Each BF solution is obtained by setting each non-basic variable Xi to zero. Each 
basic variable yj is obtained as the simultaneous solution of the constraint, i.e. 
yj = bj. This basic solution is a basic feasible (BF) solution. 
Generally, the Simplex Method works by taking the LP problem in basic 
feasible solved form iteratively. It starts with an initial BF solution that obtains 
from the basic feasible solved form, and then repeatedly applies an operation to 
obtain a next BF solution. For a standard form of LP problem, an initial basic 
feasible solved form can be obtained by adding a variable yj in each constraint. 
The constraint is transformed in form ajiXi + yj = bj. The solution with all 
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Xi = 0 and all yj = hj becomes an initial BF solution for the original problem. 
However, there are equalities (" =，，) and inequalities (" > “ or “ < ") in 
general LP problem. Just introducing the variable is not enough to obtain an 
initial BF solution from general LP problem. Thus, the first phase of Simplex 
Method is to set up the problem as basic feasible solved form and obtain an 
initial BF solution for "general" case. To get a basic feasible solved form, we 
need to convert all inequality constraints to equivalent equality constraints at 
the beginning. We need to get rid of the inequalities of the form E L i ^ji^i > 
or (^ ji^ i < bj. We do the conversion by introducing to the problem so-
called slack variables. We denote the slack variables as yj. By introducing 
slack variables, the inequality Ya=i (^ji^i > becomes EJLI o^ji^i 一 Vj = bj. 
Similarly, the inequality J2i=i dji^i < hj becomes E L i ^ji^i + Vj = V The sign 
of the coefficient of slack variable is determined by which sense of inequality it 
is replacing. If a slack variable equals zero in the current solution, then this 
solution lies on the constraint boundary for the corresponding linear constraint. 
A value greater than zero means that the solution lies on the feasible side of 
the linear constraint boundary, whereas a value less than zero means that the 
solution lies on the infeasible side of the linear constraint boundary. Thus, the 
non-negativity of slack variable is required, i.e. yj > 0. Assume the original LP 
problem contains k inequalities among m linear constraints. The LP problem 
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can be rewritten by adding the slack variable and becomes: 
Minimize Z = cx 
subject to Ax = b 
x>0 
where c = {ci . . . Cn+k ),a： 二 (rci . . . Xn+k ) , 
/ \ / r \ 
A = •： 丨 ， 6 二 丨 ， 
、O'ml • . . 0,mn+k 乂 ^ m^ y 
bj > 0 are constants, for Vi, j . 
In order to get the initial basic feasible solved form, a further technique is ap-
plied. The standard approach is the artificial-variable technique. This technique 
constructs a convenient artificial problem by introducing an artificial variable Zj 
into each equalities. This new variable is introduced just for the purpose of get-
ting the initial basic variable from the above constraints. We add these artificial 
variables to get the auxiliary objective function. Then, we replace the objective 
function by this auxiliary objective function and the problem becomes: 
Minimize Z = E ^ i Zj 
subject to z = b — Ax 
x>0 
z>0 
where x = {xi ... X +^A；), 
( \ ( \ ( . \ 
Z\ ail • • • CLin+k 
z = ： = ： ••• : = ： , 
、么m 乂 乂 f^ml . . . CLmn+k 乂 ^ ^m y 
bj > 0 are constants, for 
We note that this problem has readily identifiable basic feasible form with Zj 二 bj 
and Xi = 0, Vi, j . However, an optimal solution to this problem may not be 
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feasible to the original problem unless all artificial variables Zj's are zero. Thus, 
an optimal solution of this problem corresponds to an initial BF solution to the 
original LP problem provided Z = 0, since in this case, each Zi is zero and 
the constraints with these artificial variable become equivalent to the original 
constraints. Thus, the key idea of getting initial basic feasible solved form is to 
minimize 勺{i.e. — Z U i 仅ji而)），using the Simplex Method. If the 
optimal value is not zero, then the original problem is infeasible. 
In the following, we describe how Simplex Method gets the optimal solution 
with basic feasible solved form. The Simplex Method consists of two stages: 
optimality testing stage and improvement stage. Simplex Method starts with the 
optimality testing stage and tests whether the current BF solution is optimal in 
current basic feasible solved form. The current BF solution is optimal if and only 
if every coefficient of non-basic variables in objective function is nonnegative and 
stops the procedure. As the objective value cannot decrease even by increasing 
the value of any non-basic variable from zero. Otherwise, the BF solution is not 
the optimal and the Simplex Method goes to the improvement stage to get the 
new basic feasible solved form. In the improvement stage, we change a non-basic 
variable to a basic variable and vice versa.^ We adopt the following definitions 
from textbooks [29, 43 . 
Definition 20 The entering basic variable for the current BF solution is the 
non-basic variable that is chosen to increase from zero. Increasing this non-basic 
variable from zero will convert it to a basic variable for the next BF solution. 
Definition 21 The leaving basic variable for the current BF solution is a basic 
variable that not really a choice, forced by the constraints decreases to zero first 
2Geometrically，Simplex Method needs to move along one edge closer the optimal solution. 
Mathematically, increasing one non-basic variable from zero corresponds to moving along one 
edge emanating from the current CPF solution. 
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as the entering basic variable increased. Decreasing this basic variable to zero 
will convert it to a non-basic variable for the next BF solution. 
In order to obtain the next BF solution, the Simplex Method needs to de-
termine which is entering basic variable and which is the leaving basic variable. 
The minimum ratio test is used to determine this. The test selects an non-basic 
variable xi as an entering basic variable first, such that it has the most negative 
coefficient c/ in objective function. Then, the selection of a basic variable yj as 
leaving basic variable must maintain the basic feasible solved form by ensuring 
that the new b/s are still positive after changing one non-basic variable to a basic 
variable and vice versa. This is achieved by choosing a yj so that aji < 0 and 
-bj/aji is the minimum element among all possible values of bj and ajj with 
aji < 0. We can obtain the new basic feasible solved form by Gaussian Elimi-
nation {i.e., substituting xj with selected constraint yj = bj + Td=i ajiOCi in all 
other constraints). For the new basic feasible solved form, the simplex tests the 
optimality of the new BF solution again. The above procedure is then repeated 
with new basic feasible solved form, until the optimal solution is reached. 
For the first phase of Simplex Method, there are three cases for termination. 
First, the optimal value of the objective function is greater than zero. In this 
case the original problem is unsatisfiable, since at least one artificial variable is 
greater than zero, making the corresponding original constraint is unsatisfiable. 
There is no initial BF solution or any other feasible solution for the original 
LP problem. Second, the optimal value of the objective function is zero and all 
artificial variables are non-basic (zero). In this case, after dropping the artificial 
variables, we have a basic feasible solved form for the original problem. Finally, 
the optimal value of the objective function is zero but not all artificial variables 
are non-basic. In this case, we cannot get the basic feasible solved form of 
original problem by dropping the artificial variables. We must perform additional 
iterations of Simplex to force all artificial variables become non-basic. Assume 
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a artificial variable Zj is basic variable. As the objective function is zero, Zj 
must have zero value. Because zj is a basic variable and has zero value, it must 
occur in basic feasible solved form in the form zj = 0 + ELi《而 + EI^i《工 
where Zi are artificial (non-basic) variables and a'j are constants. We select 
any non-basic variable xj that has a non-zero coefficient a'j ^ as entering basic 
variable and zj as leaving basic variable, and then obtain a new basic feasible 
solved form. This selection can maintain basic feasible solved form because the 
constant in equation is zero and ensure the new b/s are still positive during 
substitution. We can continue this process until all artificial variables become 
non-basic. 
After getting the initial BF solution by dropping all non-basic (zero) artificial 
variables and restoring the original objective function, the Simplex Method is 
applied to solve the original problem as second phase again. It starts from the 
BF solution obtained in the first phase's Simplex Method. Eventually, one of 
three things will happen. First, a BF solution may occur where the change of 
value on any non-basic variable will not decrease the objective value, in that 
case the current BF solution is optimal. Whenever a problem has more than 
one optimal BF solution, at least one of the non-basic variables has a coefficient 
of zero in the objective function. Thus, increasing the value of any these non-
basic variables will not decrease the value of objective function. Therefore, a 
non-basic variable with a zero coefficient is chosen as an entering basic variable 
each time and performing additional iterations of the Simplex can identify these 
other optimal BF solutions. Second, if x/ is selected as an entering basic variable, 
and no aji < 0 exists for all j during minimum ratio test. A non-basic variable 
might increase its value to infinity without causing any basic variable to become 
zero, and so making the value of the objective function arbitrarily small. The 
optimization problem is unbounded. Finally, no initial BF solution is obtained 
3If all of a'j are zero, it indicates that the corresponding original constraint is redundant 
and can be deleted. 
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and the original LP problem is unsatisfiable. 
We observe that LP is much powerful on dealing with linear constraints and 
objective function. 
2.2.3 Mixed Integer Programming Problems 
Mixed integer programming (MIP) [9] problems are similar to Linear program-
ming problem, but a subset of variables is restricted to integer values. The stan-
dard solution strategy is based on the technique of Integer Linear Programming 
(ILP) [36]. It applies linear relaxation and the Branch-and-bound algorithm on 
the integer variable using the Simplex Method to evaluate the LP relaxation. 
First, an LP relaxation of the problem instance is considered. In such a relax-
ation, all variables of the problem are treated as continuous variables and the 
relaxed problem is solved by Simplex Method. If the solution happens to be an 
integer solution, then the optimal solution has been found. Otherwise, if the 
solution of the LP relaxation problem has non-integer values for some of the 
integer variables, one of these variables will be used to create a choice point with 
two sub-problems: one created with the floor of the fractional value and one 
with the ceiling. Repeatedly creating such relaxed sub-problems will lead at a 
point that an infeasible sub-problem is constructed, or a sub-problem that has all 
integer value for those integer variables is constructed. Once we have found an 
integer solution, its objective function value can be used to prune other solutions 
in the Branch-and-Bound tree whose relaxations have worse values. The optimal 
solution is obtained after pruning all branches. The procedure of ILP is shown 
in Figure 2.4. 
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Let Z be a objective function 
X be a set of variables 
Ci be as a set of linear constraints 
Zbest be the best solution so far 
let Z{z) be objective value for solution z 
Apply Simplex on Ci with objective function Z 
if no feasible LP solution then return Zbest 
else 
^ — { ( ^ 1 — f^xi, — , . . •,工n — ^Xn ) } 
endif 
if Zbest / 丄 then 
if Z{z) > Z(Zbest) then return Zbest endif 
endif 
if z is an integral solution then return z 
else 
Zbest = ILP(Z, X，CiU{x <�a^^l }，Zbest) 
Zbest = X , CiU { x > La^J } , Zbest) 
endif 
return Zbest 
Figure 2.4: The procedure of ILP 
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Integration of Constraint 
Programming and Linear 
Programming 
In the previous chapters of this thesis, we have given an introduction to Con-
straint Programming (CP) and Linear Programming (LP). In this Chapter, we 
will start to discuss some issues on the integration of Constraint Programming 
(CP) and Linear Programming (LP). 
3.1 Problem Definition 
Many discrete problems, such as scheduling problem, progressive party problem 
and template design problem [60, 64, 47, 11] can be formulated as integer linear 
programming problems or CSP's. Both Constraint Programming (CP) and In-
teger Linear Programming (ILP) are developed to solve such kinds of problem. 
Some literature has examined the relative performance of Constraint Program-
ming and Integer Linear Programming on such problems [28, 39, 60, 64，47, 11, 
26]. Integer linear programming problems are a kind of CSP's that contains only 
29 
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linear constraints. It could be more efficient if constraint programming tech-
niques can be applied in the framework of linear programming problems. We 
also observe that many CSP's contains a number of linear constraints. Although 
conventional CSP solving methods can be employed to solve these CSP's, it 
could be more efficient if linear programming techniques can be applied to tackle 
the linear part of these CSP's, i.e. general constraints are solved by conven-
tional CP techniques, while the linear sub-system of constraints is solved by LP 
techniques. Some literatures reported these properties and work for integration 
.3，52, 24, 32，19]. Their integrations focus on such constraint satisfaction prob-
lems and integer linear programming problems. The schemes described in this 
and the next chapters also aim at solving this kind of problem. 
3.2 Related works 
(Integer) Linear Programming and Constraint Programming have been devel-
oped from different standpoints in Operations Research (OR) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) respectively. Previous attempts have tried to investigate the 
connections between constraint programming and linear programming. These 
related works will be introduced in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Illustrating the Performances 
Some researchers study the performance of Linear Programming and Constraint 
Programming on different benchmarks. They compare linear programming and 
constraint programming by applying them on some particular problems. These 
experimental results illustrate the properties of these two techniques. CP al-
lows to express the problems with a more compact representation. It provides 
a smaller model that is closer to the problem description. Especially, it behaves 
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well for highly constrained problems and works efficiently with constraints prop-
agation. LP is applicable to those problems that can be described by linear 
equations and/or inequalities. However, it contains global perspective of LP re-
laxations and is effective in dealing with linear optimization problem. Linear 
programming and constraint programming are two complementary techniques 
with potential for integration. 
These two approaches were compared as early as 1988 in the article by Van 
Hentenryck et al. [28]. It contains an in-depth study of a particular problem 
in order to evaluate these two approaches for solving the discrete combinatorial 
problems. It takes a warehouse location problem as a case study and solves the 
problem by using integer linear programming (ILP) and constraint programming 
(CP). This article recommends that ILP model has many variables relating to the 
allocation of customers to warehouses. It disguises the fact that the essence of the 
problem is to decide which of the possible warehouse locations should be chosen. 
On the other hand, the constraint programming approach is based on reasoning 
about the warehouses. However, in the warehouse location problem, the ILP 
and CSP models have an identical set of 0-1 variables representing whether each 
warehouse is to be used or not. Thus, the difficulty in the ILP is that the main 
variables are swamped by other variables. They conclude that CP provides a 
valuable addition to ILP for solving such discrete problems. 
Lee et al. [39] give the comparison between these two approaches. The paper 
describes that CP (Al) and LP (OR) have complementary strengths. CP is pow-
erful in domain-specific knowledge representation and LP provides an efficient 
mathematical computation. Combining the complementary strengths of these 
two approaches may perhaps be first suggested in this paper. They emphasis 
that it can take advantages over the conventional approaches. 
The paper by Smith et al. [60] discusses the problem that arise in the con-
text of organizing a "progressive party" at a yachting rally. This paper describes 
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the difference in performance between CP and LP approaches for solving this 
problem. In this case study, some yachts are to be designated hosts; the crews 
of the remaining yachts will then visit the hosts for six successive half hour pe-
riods. A guest crew cannot revisit the same host, and two guest crews cannot 
meet more than once. Additional constraints are imposed by the capacities of 
the host yachts and the crew sizes of the guests. A difficulty is that the ILP, 
unlike the CSP, has no variables representing directly the allocation of a host 
boat to each guest boat in each time period. Thus, ILP formulations include 
all the constraints and result in very large models. However, they identify that 
constraint programming solves the problem very quickly, with a small model. 
They conclude that CP is more successful for this problem than ILP. Tsang [64 
also compare the techniques in both operations research (OR) and artificial in-
telligence (AI) by solving certain scheduling problems. This paper summarizes 
and contrasts some of the better-known OR and AI techniques for scheduling. 
According to the nature of different techniques, they suggest guidelines for choos-
ing those techniques on solving different scheduling problems and conclude that 
different techniques are suitable for different scheduling problems. 
The article by Proll et al [47] also describes a similar study between integer 
linear programming and constraint programming. However, they take a design 
problem arising in the color printing industry as case study. Similarly, Darby-
Dowman et al [11] explore the comparative performance of Integer Linear Pro-
gramming and Constraint Programming by examining four different combinato-
rial optimization applications (golf scheduling problem, crew scheduling problem, 
manufacturing problem and flow aggregation problem). Computational results 
show contrasting behaviour for these two approaches. The analysis shows that 
tightness of formulation is of great benefit to CP. The constraint propagation 
results in problems that can be solved quickly. In ILP, if the linear feasible re-
gion does not identify the corresponding integer polytope, the problem may be 
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difficult to solve. They further conclude that ILP and CP may be incorporated 
within hybrid solver. 
Recently, Heipcke [26] has compared CP and LP approaches again. The 
paper focuses on discrete optimization problems. It lists frequently used terms 
in constraint programming (CP), contrasting them with their counterparts in 
linear programming (LP). On the other hand, it also explains some of the most 
important concepts and techniques in more details by comparing the CP and 
LP on solving the "change problem." A generalized comparison of CP and LP 
techniques is given and the motivation of integration for these two techniques is 
pointed out. 
3.2.2 Improving the Searching 
Besides work on the comparison of these two approaches, some attempts work on 
the integration of them to improve the searching process. They incorporate Con-
straint Programming (CP) and Linear Programming (LP) into the framework of 
the other. 
At the early stage, most attempts just worked on connections between math-
ematical model and logic model. Earlier work by Wilson et al [67] incorporate 
linear equalities and logic. They describe that Granot and Hammer [23] have de-
veloped various algorithms for handling sets of integer inequalities using Boolean 
algebra. Many of these algorithms require a method of Boolean simplification. 
However, its usual form is not always suitable for computation. They suggest 
a systematic procedure that uses the simplification to handle the set of integer 
inequalities. Research work by Willams et al. [66] has further linked logic to in-
teger linear programming. Many computational problems arising in formal logic 
can be solved by integer linear programming. They show that the methods of 
logic are applicable both to modelling and solving as integer linear programming 
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models. They regard that logic method of Resolution (Robinson 1965 [51]) is 
the specialization of Fourier-Motzkin elimination when logic statements are rep-
resented by linear inequalities. With the reverse approach, logical problems can 
also be solved by conventional integer linear programming methods. 
The research work by Beringer et al. [3] couples CP and LP solvers with 
bounds propagation and implicit equality detection. They show that the stan-
dard Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) architecture is not optimal because 
cooperation between solvers is only done by constraint propagation. In particu-
lar, a solver based on domain reduction should be able to exchange information 
with a real linear solver through variable bounds. They propose that the LP 
solver should send to the CP solver the value of a variable as soon as it is fixed. 
This relies on the detection of implicit equalities. On the other hands, the CP 
solver signals each new bound and the bound finds for the variables which is 
also included in some real linear constraints. LP solver takes into account these 
frequently added bounds. 
Rodosek et al. [52] propose to prune domains and establish bounds by using 
CP along with LP relaxations in a search tree. It speeds up to solve the Integer 
Linear Programming problem. The integrated system combines components of 
the CLP system ECLiPSe and the MIP system CPLEX, in which constraints can 
be handled by either one or both components. A node can fail either because 
constraint propagation produces an empty domain, or the LP relaxation becomes 
infeasible or has an optimal value that is worse than the value of the optimal 
solution. A systematic translation is used to derive generic model and shadow 
LP model for the original CP model. It includes pre-defined constraints and 
a l l d i f f erent constraints. The paper describes this new hybrid algorithm that 
reduces the solution space of the problem progressively by calling constraint 
propagation of ECLiPse as well as dual Simplex of CPLEX. They illustrate the 
efficiency of this integration by solving difficult linear optimization problems like 
! 
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the Hoist Scheduling Problem and the Progressive Party Problem. 
Hajian et al [24] suggest that CP solver should generate a feasible solution 
and it is adapted to construct a starting point (basic solution) for LP solver. This 
feasible basic solution is then used as input to the LP solver to warm-start the 
Simplex algorithm, hastening the solution of the linear programming relaxation. 
They apply this solver on industrial application-British Airways European fleet 
assignment. Their preliminary results indicate that the integration is suitable 
for this application in particular, and may generally yield significant benefits. 
More Recently, Hooker et al. [32, 31] have proposed to integrate the CP and 
LP solver to become Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP). In MLLP, 
Constraints are written in the form of conditionals that link the discrete and 
continuous elements of the problem. CP solver is responsible for the discrete 
part, while LP solver is responsible for the continuous part. Nogood constraints 
and other basic non-primitive constraints of MLLP are used to link between the 
CP and LP solvers. The model addressed by Hookers is more restrictive than 
the one addressed by this thesis. 
Focacci et. al. [19] have proposed to integrate cutting planes into CP. The 
idea of solving integer linear programs by strengthening the initial formulation 
through the iterative addition of valid inequalities is called cutting planes. They 
propose the use of optimization constraints [18]，embedding a linear relaxation 
of the constraint itself and perform pruning. The cutting planes are used to 
tighten the relaxation so as to infer more accurate bounds of the variable. They 
suggest different ways of using cutting planes in optimization constraints in order 
to achieve different levels of tightness of the integration and pruning power. 
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3.2.3 Improving the representation 
Although there has been research aiming at combining constraint and linear pro-
gramming to saving of search trees, there has also been research work to improve 
the representation and handling of symbolic constraints in LP. As in formulat-
ing a combinatorial optimization problems using discrete or linear programming 
modelling techniques, the model is restricted to use only certain predefined dis-
crete variables and the set of linear equality and inequality constraints. Defini-
tion of many models also includes restrictions in which the use of dis-equality 
constraints is inevitable. 
Bockmayr et al. [5] introduce the framework of Branch-and-Infer that com-
bines CP and LP. They investigate the incorporation of symbolic constraints 
with LP as cutting planes. They also introduce linear inequalities into CP by 
incorporating it as a symbolic constraint. 
Recently, Hajian et al. [25] has shown how disequalities ( V " ) can be handled 
efficiently in LP solver. Further, they give a linear modelling of the a l l d i f f erent 
constraint. To represent this type of constraint, a number of binary variables and 
extra constraints are usually introduced. It leads to the increasing in the size 
of the model in terms of variables and constraints. They introduce a new class 
of discrete variables that enables the model to represent disequality constraints 
more efficiently in the mathematical formulation of combinatorial optimization 
problem. It can help to build smaller models. 
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Chapter 4 
A Scheme of Integration for 
Solving Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem 
In this Chapter, we present a scheme of integration for solving Constraint Sat-
isfaction Problems (CSP's) and illustrate its efficiency. In CSP's, the aim is to 
ensure the satisfaction of a set of constraints. Thus, we do not consider the 
issue of optimization in this chapter. As we mentioned in the last chapter, many 
CSP's contain a number of linear constraints. The CSP solving process could 
be more efficient if linear programming techniques can be applied to tackle the 
linear part of CSP's. Therefore, we propose in this Chapter an integrated solver 
for solving this kind of constraint satisfaction problems. Experiments show that, 
with the help of techniques adapted from LP, the integrated solver outperforms 
conventional constraint solvers in solving CSP's in which a linear subsystem of 
constraints can be found. In the extreme case that all constraints in the CSP 
are linear, it automatically degenerates into a purely ILP based solver. Even if 
there is no linear constraint in the CSP, its performance is only slightly affected 
due to the necessary overheads incurred. 
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4.1 Integrated Algorithm 
Our integration of Constraint Programming (CP) and (Integer) Linear Program-
ming (ILP) aims at integrating the advantage of both techniques: direct mod-
elling of problem and efficient constraint propagation in CP, and Simplex as 
global reasoning in LP. In order to illustrate the performance of our algorithm, 
we compare with some common Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) solver 
and show the result in the next section. The detail description of our hybrid 
solver will be given in the following section. 
4.1.1 Overview of the Integrated Solver 
The integrated procedure starts with the consistency checking. Function node.ar-
c_consistency(X, C, D) performs the constraint propagation on D. If any domain 
in D becomes empty, then the set C of constraint is unsatisfiable and the function 
returns false. Otherwise, select the linear subset Q of constraints from C and 
the LP engine starts with Q . If the set Ci of constraints is empty, LP engine 
cannot take effect and CP solver then is started directly with the problem. At 
the end, the procedure returns the result of CP solver. If the set Q of linear 
constraints exists, the LP engine starts with Ci and returns the result R after 
the operation of LP engine. According to the different cases of R, the process 
has the corresponding procedure. There are four cases of result R: 
1. Single solution exists. R is single_sol(xi = a i , . . . , = a^). LP engine 
determines that Q only contains one solution and return the solution (xi = 
= an). Union of C and the solution set forms a sub-problem. 
The sub-problem contains all feasible solution as the original problem. The 
CP solver then is started with this sub-problem. At the end, the procedure 
returns the result of CP solver. 
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2. Multiple solutions exist. R is multi^ol(xi = ai,...,Xn = an)- The LP 
engine determines that Q may contain multiple solutions. One of solution 
sets is {xi = ai , . . .,Xn = an). Union of C and the solution set forms one 
of sub-problems. As Q may contain multiple solution, this sub-problem 
does not contain all feasible solutions in the original set C of constraints. 
Thus, the CP solver then starts with this sub-problem and C respectively. 
It ensures the completely search without loss the solutions. At the end, 
the procedure returns the union of both problems result. 
3. Non-integer solution exists. R is disi{x < [ a j , x > \ax])- By the linear 
relaxation, LP engine gets the non-integer solution and branch on the vari-
able X, one with the floor of the fractional value a^, x < La^ J, and one with 
the ceiling, x > [a^；]. Union of C and x < [a^ J forms one of sub-problem. 
Union of C and x > \ax\ forms another sub-problem. The CP solver then 
starts with these two sub-problems respectively. At the end, the procedure 
returns the union of both sub-problems result. 
4. No feasible solution exists. R is 丄.The LP engine determines that Ci is 
unsatisfiable and returns R as _L. If Q is unsatisfiable, it implies that C is 
unsatisfiable and the procedure returns 丄. 
The worst case is the existence of non-integer solutions. In this case, one of 
the variables with non-integer solution is selected and the problem is relaxed into 
two sub-problems. In order to increase the performance of our integrated solver, 
we have done a checking before LP engine is invoked. The checking starts by 
selecting a variable x according to the variable ordering heuristics specified by the 
user. Different heuristics can be used to control the selection. If the domain size 
of the variable x does not equal two, the LP engine is invoked to operate on Ci. 
Otherwise, the process passes the variable x to the function C o l l e c t D , C, 
x). It branches on variable x and creates sub-problems with each of the domain 
values. Integrated solver operates on each sub-problem recursively. The function 
/ 
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Algorithm 4.1 Branch-and-bound Algorithm 
1 Let X be a set of variables, 
2 D be a set of domains, 
3 (7 be a set of constraints, 
4 a; be a variable, x E X 
5 
6 Collect_sol(X, D, C, x) 
7 5 = 0 
8 for each d e Dx do 
9 S == S U Integrate(X, D,CU{x = d}) 
10 end for 
11 return S 
Collect^ol(X, D, C, x) returns the collection of solutions. The procedure of this 
branch-and-bound is shown in Algorithm 4.1. This checking saves the time of 
branching by LP engine. However, we do not initially branch all variables that 
their domain sizes equal two. It is because such branching will lose the meaning 
of user-specified heuristics throughout the search. 
The integrated solver stops when either Q is unsatisfiable or the CP solver 
returns the results. The overall procedure of integrated algorithm is shown in 
Algorithm 4.2. 
Example 3 Consider the CSP with two constraints 
X<Y KXi^Z 
in which D{X) 二 {0,1, 2，3} and D{Y) = D{Z) = {0,1, 2}. Execution of the in-
tegrated algorithm on this problem proceeds as follows. First node_arc_consistency 
is called to ensure the consistent of the problem and the domain becomes 
As the domain size of variable X is greater than 2, so LP solver is called. LP([X, 
F], X <Y) returns the result multi^ol(X = 0, F = 0). Then, the search will 
branch on two sub-problems with CP solver. We try the sub-problem X < 
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Algorithm 4.2 Integrated Algorithm 
1 Let X be a set of variables, 
2 D be a set of domains, 
3 C be a set of constraints 
4 
5 Integrate(X, D, C) 
6 node_arc_consistency(X, C, D) 
7 ii3de D and d = 9 then return 丄 endif 
8 if 3v e X, Dy ^ {ay} then 
9 choose X e X , Dx 章{a^} 
10 (according to user-specified heuristics such as first-fail 
11 or smallest-domain-first) 
12 if Dx = {axi, ax2} then 
13 return(Collectjsol(X, D, C, x)) 
14 endif 
15 endif 
16 let Q C C be the set of linear—constraints in C 
17 Xn Q X he the set of variables in Ci 
18 if C/ 0 then 
19 R = hF{Xn, Ci) 
20 case R of 
21 singlejsol(a；! = a i , . . . ,Xn = an)' 
22 return(CP(X, D, CU {(rri 二 a i , . . •，a^ n 二 an)})) 
23 multi_sol(a;i = a i , . . . ,Xn = fln): 
24 return(CP(X, D,CU { (xi = czi,…，^；几 二 a j } ) U CP(X, D, C)) 
25 disj {x < |_0^」，z >�flxl): 
26 return(CP(X, D,CU{x< [a^J}) U CP(X, D,CU{x>�a工 1})) 
27 丄：return 丄 
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y A X = 0 A y = 0 first and the domain becomes 
D{X) = D{Y) 二 {0 } and D{Z) = {0,1, 2} 
The node_arc_consistency is called to ensure the consistent of the problem. Value 
0 in Z's domain is removed because no value in X,s domain satisfies X ^ 0. The 
domains become 
B(X) = D(V) = {0 } and D(Z) = {1，2} 
Then, choosing to branch on Z, we first try adding Z = 1. Call Integrate and 
apply the consistent check again and the domains become 
D(X) = D(V) 二 {0 } and D(Z) = {1 } 
The domains become singletons and LP solver is called. LP([X, Y], X < Yt\X = 
0 A y = 0) returns the result single^ol(X = 0, Y = 0). Then, the CP solver is 
called and returns the solution {{X = 1,Y = = 1)]-. 
The integrated algorithm integrates the CP solver and LP engine interleave. 
The sample structure of our integrated solver is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be 
shown that the integrated solver automatically degenerates into a conventional 
ILP based solver when all constraints are linear. If all constraints are linear, 
the LP engine will determine on whole problem and branch on values of any 
variable repeatedly. It is the mechanism of branch-and-bound algorithm that co-
operates with LP engine (Simplex Method). It is the concept of Integer Linear 
Programming (ILP). On the other hand, when all constraints are non-linear, LP 
engine will not take in action anytime and the integrated solver just labels on 
each variable. We observe that the integrated solver automatically degenerates 
into conventional CP based solver at this time. 
Most importantly, our integrated solver in general outperforms the traditional 
CP techniques when both linear and general constraints appear in the problem. 
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Figure 4.1: Sample structure of integrated solver 
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We shall evaluate its performance in a later section. Now, we are going to describe 
how the LP engine and CP solver work in the integrated algorithm. 
4.1.2 The LP Engine 
The LP engine starts with a linear subset Q of constraints. The phase I of 
Simplex Method [10] is applied on an LP relaxation of Q and determines the 
satistiability of Q . With LP relaxation, all discrete variables of the problem 
are treated as continuous variables. If Ci is unsatisfiable, the process stops and 
returns 丄 . I f Q is satisfiable, there are two cases. The first case is that Q 
contains only one solution. If the values of all variables are integer, the process 
returns s i n g l e = = ^n)- If the value of any variable is non-
integer, it means that Ci does not contain any integer solution and the process 
returns 丄.Another case is that Q contains more than one solution. Assume 
the first found feasible solution is (xi 二 a i , . . . ’ ccn 二 a几 ) . I f the value a^  of all 
variable is integer, the process returns multi_sol(xi 二 ai, • . . , ： ^ 几 二 仅几).Actually 
there may be infinitely many feasible solutions of the LP relaxation. However, 
our Simplex-based LP engine is going to return just the first feasible solution. 
The experiments show that the performance of our hybrid solver is still good even 
without any heuristic on the solutions selection. If the value a^  of any variable 
is non-integer, the process branches on one of those variables by two constraints, 
X < X > � a ^ ； " ! , and returns disj(x < [a^J, x >�a工where [ax\ denotes 
the floor of the fractional value ctx and�a^l denotes the ceiling of the fractional 
value ax. The branching ensures that integer solutions are eventually found. The 
overall procedure of LP engine is shown in Algorithm 4.3 
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Algorithm 4.3 LP engine 
1 Let X be a set of variables, 
2 D be a set of domains, 
3 C be a set of constraints 
4 
5 LP(X, Ci) 
6 Apply phase I of Simplex Method on Ci 
7 if the problem has a single solution {xi = ai , . . . ,Xn = an) then 
8 ii\/x e X,x = ax,ax is integer then 
9 return single_sol(xi = ai,. •., rcn = o.n) 
10 elseif 3x e X,x = ax, ax is non-integer then 
11 return 丄 
12 endif 
13 elseif the problem has multiple solutions then 
14 if 3 solution such that ai,. •., an are all integer then 
15 return multijsol(j;i = a i , . . . , rr^  = cin) 
16 elseif [xi = ai , . . . = an) is a solution and 
17 Brr e I，a; 二 is non-integer then 
18 return disj {x < [ax\, x >�aa;l) 
19 endif 
20 elseif no feasible solution exists then return 丄 
21 endif 
4.1.3 The CP Solver 
The CP solver begins with the set C of constraints. The procedure starts with the 
constraint propagation on D. If any domain in D becomes empty, then the set 
C of constraint is unsatisfiable and the procedure returns 丄.If the domain sizes 
of all the variables equals one, the satisfiability of the solution is checked. If the 
solution satisfies C, the function returns the solution set = a i , . . . , = a^). 
Otherwise, the process returns 丄.If there is any variable with a domain size 
greater than one, the function selects one of these variables according to a user-
specified heuristics such as first-fail or smallest-domain-first and branches on this 
variable with the function Collect_sol(X, D, C, x). It tries to set this variable 
X to different value d that choose from domain Dx- Each value d creates a sub-
problem. The Integrated solver starts with each sub-problem again. At last, the 
function returns the union of all integrated solvers results. The overall procedure 
of CP solver is shown in Algorithm 4.4. 
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Algorithm 4.4 CP solver 
1 Let X be a set of variables, 
2 Z) be a set of domains, 
3 C be a set of constraints 
4 
5 CP(X, D, C) 
6 node_arc_consisteny(X, C, D) 
7 \ i 3 d e D and d = 0 then return 丄 
8 elseif \/x e X, Dx = {ax} then 
9 if all constraints in C are satisfied with x = GX then 
10 return {{xi = axi,X2 = ax2： • • - = dxn)} 
11 else return 丄 endif 
12 endif 
13 choose X e X, Dx ^ {ax} 
14 (according to user-specified heuristics such as first-fail 
15 or smallest- domain-first) 
16 return Collectjsol(X, D, C, x) 
4.1.4 Proof of Soundness and Completeness 
The following two theorems are stated. 
Theorem 1 The integrated algorithm is sound. 
Proof: See Appendix A 
Theorem 2 The integrated algorithm is complete. 
Proof: See Appendix A 
4.1.5 Compared with Previous Work 
Integration is not a new idea. However, unlike most previous work, our scheme fo-
cuses on speeding up the conventional solving process whenever linear constraints 
exist. Unlike the work of Rodosek et al. [52], it only focuses on solving Integer 
Linear Programming Problems. Rodosek et al. proposes to prune domains and 
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establish bounds along the search tree with linear relaxation. Our integration 
mainly focuses on solving the Constraint Satisfaction Problems. Among all re-
lated work, the research work by Beringer et al. [3] is probably the most closely 
related to our integrated algorithm. 
In Beringer et al algorithm, there are also two solvers: LP solver and CP 
solver. All constraints must be stored into two solvers in duplication. LP solver 
sends the fixed values of variables to CP solver by detecting implicit equalities 
61]; CP solver signals each new variable bound to LP solver when domain is 
reduced. For example, we consider the set {x y < 100, y + z < 200} of 
constraints. In the system of Beringer et al, these constraints must be stored 
twice. New variable bounds are added to this set of constraint when domains 
are reduced by constraint propagation. The bound is inferred by computing 
the upper or lower value of reduced domains. Assume new upper bounds bk is 
inferred for variable k, where k G {x, y, z}, then the constraint set becomes 
{x + y < 100, y + z< 200, x < b^, y < by, z < b,}. We observe that the 
constraint set can easily becomes very large. Generally, it slows down the LP 
solver and the authors do not always do this in the implementation. 
In our system, the constraints are only stored in a single constraint store. 
LP engine sends the feasible solutions or cutting planes [36] to CP solver. CP 
solver just tries to find the values of variables. If a variable appears in both 
linear and non-linear constraints, fixing the value of that variable will simplify 
the linear constraints by value substitution. In the above example, assuming 
the value of variable x is fixed to an integer b, the constraint set will become 
{y < 100 - b,y + z < 200}. The constraint set is smaller compared with the 
above example. 
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4.2 Benchmarking Results 
The aim of this section is to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. We have 
built a prototype implementation and tested it on some benchmarks. The code 
is written in CHIP version 5.2 [16] and C (version 2.0 of GCC). All benchmarks 
are performed on a Sun Ultra 1/170 with 256Mbytes of memory running Solaris 
2.6. As our prototype is built on CHIP, we compare the performance with the 
CHIP system. For each problem, we present the time and the number of nodes 
visited to derive the first feasible solution. In the article of Beringer et al. [3], 
they also compare their work with other CLP solver. In order to illustrate 
the out-performance of our algorithm compared with the work of Beringer et 
al” we compare the empirical results of the proposed integration with other 
CLP solvers on same set of problems. Thus, in the first part, we compare our 
simulator (denoted SIM) with some common CLP solvers. We also compare 
the performance with the CHIP system in the second and third part on different 
benchmarks. In order to illustrate the overhead of our simulator, we also compare 
the benchmarks by turning off the LP engine in our simulator and the simulator 
degenerate to a CP solver (denoted SIM (CP)). Run times of SIM (CP) on each 
benchmark are also reported. 
4.2.1 Comparison with CLP solvers 
In this section, we compare the performance of our integrated solver (CPLP) 
with other CLP systems, including SICStus Prolog version 3.8.5 with CLPFD 
library (SICS), GNU Prolog version 1.0 (GNU), and CHIP version 2.5 (CHIP). 
In order to illustrate the insignificant overhead, we also compare the benchmarks 
with SIM (CP) that the LP engine of our simulator has turned off. These bench-
mark problems were run on the same machine, crypt a solves a crypt arithmetic 
puzzle. eqlO and eq20 solve a system of respectively 10 and 20 simultaneous 
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crypta cryptarithmetic puzzle 
eqlO 10 simultaneous linear equations over 7 variables 
eq20 20 simultaneous linear equations over 7 variables 
alpha a deciphering problem 
queens n n-queens problems 
five five-house problem 
cars car sequencing problem with 10 vehicles 
Table 4.1: Benchmark set 
~ S I C S GNU SIM 
crypta 10 ms 30 ms (270 ms) 20 ms 
eqlO 20 ms 30 ms (280 ms) 10 ms 
eq20 40 ms 50 ms (360 ms) 20 ms 
alpha 4230 ms 2510 ms (293 ms) 1300 ms 
alpha ff 40 ms 50 ms (289 ms) 40 ms 
queens 16* 1560 ms 170 ms (232 ms) 590 ms 
queens 64 ff* 1460 ms 120 ms (224 ms) 300 ms 
queens 70 ff* 790 ms 130 ms (221 ms) 370 ms 
queens 81 ff* 15570 ms 260 ms (225 ms) 2250 ms 
five 10 ms 10 ms (246 ms) < 10 ms 
cars 20 ms 30 ms (464 ms) 10 ms 
Table 4.2: Timing results on different CLP solvers 
linear equations over 7 variables, alpha is a deciphering problem, queens is 
an implementation of the well-known queens problems. Finally five and cars 
denote the five-house problem and the car sequencing problem with 10 vehicles 
'27]. The benchmarks set is shown in Table 4.1. 
We measure the performance in milliseconds and the results are given in Table 
4.2 and 4.3. The times within the bracket represent the overhead to compile 
the program in GNU Prolog. Problems marked with an asterisk are problems 
modelled without any linear constraints, ff denotes the use of first-fail strategy 
in the search procedure. Otherwise, natural order that chooses the variables as 
alphabetical order for labelling is used. 
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— - C H I P SIM SIM 
crypta 20 ms 20 ms 20 ms 
eqlO 40 ms 10 ms 40 ms 
eq20 70 ms 20 ms 70 ms 
alpha 9760 ms 1300 ms 10570 ms 
alpha ff 40 ms 40 ms 50 ms 
queens 16* 510 ms 590 ms 590 ms 
queens 64 ff* 280 ms 300 ms 300 ms 
queens 70 ff* 30 ms 370 ms 370 ms 
queens 81 ff* 4740 ms 2250 ms 2250 ms 
five < 10 ms < 10 ms 10 ms 
cars 10 ms 10 ms 10 ms 
Table 4.3: Timing results on CHIP solvers and Simulator 
We observe that our solver seems to be very efficient if there are any linear 
constraints in the problem models. Although our algorithm does not detect im-
plicit equalities [61], the performance is still improved. Compared the benchmark 
with linear constraints, our simulator averagely runs around 1.5 times faster than 
other common CLP solvers (see Table 4.2). Compared with the results on the 
same benchmark problems reported in Beringer et al. [3], which show still around 
30% improvement over other CLP solver. This implies that our algorithm is ef-
ficient.^ Compared with CHIP solver, our simulator is also effective if the linear 
constraints exist (see Table 4.3). The reader may notice that none of the algo-
rithms do particulars well for the n queens problems. This is a difficult problem 
without any linear constraints. Consequently, our solver automatically degen-
erates into a conventional CLP solver. The difference in run time of n queen 
problem is probably also due to the different data structure and implementation 
of the first-fail strategy. It is also mentioned in Beringer's article. 
iWe are unable to directly compare the performance of the system by Beringer et al. and 
our solver because we do not have access to the former. 
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4.2.2 Magic Squares 
To further illustrate our simulator over conventional CHIP solver, we examine 
our simulator (SIM) and CHIP on the problem of magic squares. As mentioned 
before, in order to illustrate the insignificant overhead, we also compare this 
benchmark with SIM (CP) again. A magic square of order n is a n by n matrix 
containing the integers 1 to with the sum of numbers on each row, column and 
main diagonal are the same. The results by CHIP and simulator with/without LP 
are shown in table 4.4 and 4.5. Different labelling strategies are also used. They 
include the "natural order，，(N), first-fail (FF), largest domain first (LDF)and 
smallest domain first (SDF). 
n labelling heuristics CHIP SIM SIM (CP) 
~3 N < 10 ms < 10 ms 10 ms 
FF < 10 ms < 10 ms < 10 ms 
LDF < 10 ms < 10 ms 10 ms 
SOT 10 ms < 10 ms 10 ms 
"4 N 10 ms 20 ms 20 ms 
FF 10 ms 20 ms 20 ms 
LDF 10 ms 20 ms 20 ms 
SOT 10 ms 20 ms 20 ms 
~5 N 4500 ms 410 ms 5190 ms 
FF 760 ms 170 ms 980 ms 
LDF 8400 ms 7400 ms 10510 ms 
SDF 2458030 ms 615940 ms 3002280 ms 
~6 N > 1 hr > 1 hr > 1 hr 
FF 29010 ms 12900 ms 37370 ms 
LDF > 1 hr > 1 hr > 1 hr 
SDF > 1 hr > 1 hr > 1 hr 
Table 4.4: Timing results on order n magic square 
The results in table 4.5 illustrate the nodes visited for the problem of order 
n magic square. We observe that the LP engine cannot take effect for order 4 
magic square. The simulator degenerate to the traditional CP solver. However, 
the overhead is so significant small. The results in table 4.4 and 4.5 indicate that 
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n labelling heuristics CHIP SIM SIM ( C P厂 
N n 9 n 
FF 11 10 11 
LDF 11 9 11 
SDF 10 9 10 
"4 N 40 40 40 
FF 37 37 37 
LDF 38 38 38 
^ ^ 21 21 
"5 N S ^ ^ 
FF 1174 155 1174 
LDF 12523 5991 12523 
SDF 3837239 487441 3837239 
"6 N > 6204107 > 3001708 > 5372426 
FF 39804 13024 39804 
LDF > 4602511 > 2864909 > 3567332 
SDF > 4835721 > 2627891 > 3958575 
Table 4.5: Nodes visit results on order n magic square 
our algorithm is more efficient than CHIP solver if there are any help with LP 
engine. In the cases of n equal 3, 5 and 6, the simulator takes less time to solve 
it and visits fewer nodes to derive the first feasible solution. It runs 2-3 times as 
fast as CHIP solver if any linear constraints exist in CSP's. 
4.2.3 Random CSP's 
In order to obtain a more general picture of the performance of the integrated 
solver on general CSP's, we compare the performance of our integrated solver 
on randomly generated CSP. A randomly generated CSP can be characterized 
by a 4-tuple (x, c,pl,po), where x represents the number of the variables and 
the domain sizes of all these variable are all x as well, c represents the number 
of constraints, pi represents the percentage of linear constraints among c and 
po represents the percentage of variables that appear in both linear and non-
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linear constraints (constraint tightness). Six types of non-linear constraints are 
randomly generated. They are a l l d i f f e r e n t , atmost, at least , greater than 
(“〉，，)，not equal ( “ / ” ) and less than (“〈，，).2 
Initially, randomly generated CSP's are tested in two smaller cases. In the 
first case, the value of x equals 20 and the value of c equals 10. In the second 
case, the value of x equals 30 and the value of c equals 20. Values of pi and po 
are taken from the set {10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%}. Therefore, there are totally 
25 classes of randomly generated CSP's. For each class, we generate 50 instances 
and totally 1250 instances are tested in each case. 
The results are summarized in Figure 4.2 - 4.9, which show the total time 
taken on solving these 50 instances by (a) CHIP, (b) simulator (SIM) and (c) sim-
ulator with turning off LP engine (SIM(CP)) with different labelling strategies. 
The horizontal axes of graphs represents pi and po respectively. The vertical axis 
represents the total time taken. Figure 4.10 - 4.17 show the number of nodes 
visited to derive first feasible solution by (a) CHIP, (b) Simulator (SIM) and (c) 
simulator with turning off LP engine (SIM(CP)). The horizontal axes of graphs 
also represents pi and po respectively. The vertical axis represents the number 
of nodes visited. 
Comparing the results among the graphs, the simulator performs better as 
increasing the percentage of linear constraints. It is because of making use of 
linear subsets of constraints. As the number of variables and the domain size 
of variables are increased, our simulator has more significant improvement (see 
Figure 4.6 - 4.9). Compared with four different labelling strategies, the first-fail 
labelling is more helpful for our simulator to solve the randomly generated CSP's 
(see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7). Among all cases of randomly generated CSP's, 
our simulator performs a better performance when pi is 50% and po is 50%. 
2Originally, we have try other types of non-linear constraints such as element, cumulative, 
etc.. We have found that it was difficult to generate a satisfiable CSP. 
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In order to observe the performance of our simulator on the larger problem, 
we test our simulator again by setting the value of x as 100 and the value of c as 
50.3 For each class, we generate 10 instances and totally 250 instances are tested. 
As the first-fail labelling is effective in solving smaller cases, it is used for this 
larger case. The results are summarized in Figure 4.18 - 4.19, which show the 
results on solving these 10 instances by (a) CHIP, (b) simulator (SIM). Similar 
on solving the smaller problems, the simulator performs better as increasing 
the percentage of linear constraints. The improvement is more significant when 
percentage of linear constraints equals 70%. 
The simulator in general outperforms CHIP. Although the time taken and 
node visited by the simulator is not always less than that taken by CHIP, it 
is obvious that the simulator has significant improvement over CHIP for many 
problem instances. Our integrated solver outperforms the conventional CP solver 
with insignificant overhead. 
3 Actually we have tested on the larger value of x (such as 200, 400, 600) and c (such as 
100,150,200). We find that it is so difficult to generate the satisfied CSP's as the number of 
variables and constraints increasing too much. It may make an insignificant result, so we just 
set the value of x as 100 and the value of c as 50 
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0 0 " 0 PO pi PO pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
：.• •• 
60 
0 0 PO pi 
(c) SIM(CP) 
Figure 4.2: Time taken with N labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
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(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
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(c) SIM(CP) 
Figure 4.3: Time taken with FF labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
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Figure 4.4: Time taken with LDF labelling, 二 20，c = 10 
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Figure 4.5: Time taken with SDF labelling, :r 二 20, c = 10 
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Figure 4.6: Time taken with N labelling, x = 30, c = 20 
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(c) SIM(CP) 
Figure 4.7: Time taken with FF labelling, x = 30, c = 20 
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Figure 4.8: Time taken with LDF labelling, j； = 30, c = 20 
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Figure 4.9: Time taken with SDF labelling, = 30, c = 20 
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0 0 … 0 0 , po pi P� pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.10: Number of nodes visited with N labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
0 0 0 " po pi P� pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.17: Number of nodes visited with SDF labelling, x = 30, c = 20 
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(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.12: Number of nodes visited with LDF labelling, a: = 20, c = 10 
嫌 嫩 
0 0 0 0 
po pi po pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.13: Number of nodes visited with SDF labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
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(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.14: Number of nodes visited with N labelling, = 30, c = 20 
丨丨• i•感 
0 0 0 0 
po pi po pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.13: Number of nodes visited with SDF labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
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(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.16: Number of nodes visited with LDF labelling, x = 30, c = 20 
0 0 0 0 
po pi po pi 
(a) CHIP (b) SIM 
Figure 4.17: Number of nodes visited with SDF labelling, x = 30, c = 20 
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Figure 4.18: Time taken with FF labelling, x = 100, c = 50 
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Figure 4.13: Number of nodes visited with SDF labelling, x = 20, c = 10 
Chapter 5 
A Scheme of Integration for 
Solving General Constrained 
Optimization Problem 
In this Chapter, we present a scheme of integration for solving General Con-
strained Optimization Problems (GCOP's). Linear optimization problems can 
be solved by LP/ILP techniques. If the optimization problems are defined with 
some general (non-linear) constraints, LP/ILP techniques cannot be employed 
to solve such General Constrained Optimization Problems. We also observe that 
GCOP's can contain a number of linear constraints. Although conventional CSP 
solving methods can be employed to solve GCOP's with branch-and-bound tech-
nique, they are not efficient in making use of the linear sub-system of GCOP's. 
Intuitively, after a number of steps of tree traversal, some non-linear (general) 
constraints may degenerate into linear constraints. It could be more efficient if 
linear programming techniques can be applied to tackle the linear constraints at 
this stage. Therefore, we propose in this Chapter an integrated optimizer for 
solving this kind of general optimization problems. Experiments show that, with 
the help of techniques adapted from LP, the integrated optimizer outperforms 
68 
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conventional constraint solvers in solving GCOP's in which a linear subsystem 
of constraints or a linearizable non-linear subsystem of constraints can be found. 
In the extreme case that all constraints in the GCOP are linear, the integrated 
optimizer automatically degenerates into a purely ILP based solver. Even if there 
is no linear subset of constraint in the GCOP, its performance is only slightly af-
fected due to the necessary overhead incurred when compared with conventional 
branch-and-bound based optimisers. 
5.1 Integrated Optimization Algorithm 
Our integration of Constraint Programming (CP) and (Integer) Linear Program-
ming (ILP) aims at finding the optimal solution for a GCOP. It attempts to 
make use of both techniques' advantages: power and flexibility of more direct 
and natural representation and efficiency of constraint propagation in CP, and 
the efficiency of Simplex Method as global reasoning in ILP. In Chapter 3, we 
mention that proposing such integration is not a new idea. However, unlike pre-
vious works, our scheme focuses on solving GCOP's, in which a linear sub-part 
of constraints and a linearizable non-linear sub-part of constraints can be found. 
In other words, we are proposing an optimizer for constrained optimization prob-
lems in which some of the constraints are non-linear (and possibly linearizable). 
The detailed description of our integrated optimizer is given in the following. 
For easily explanation, we have assumption that we maximize the GCOP's in 
the integrated optimizer. 
5.1.1 Overview of the Integrated Optimizer 
The integrated procedure starts with the CP solver on a set Xn of selected 
variables and the set C of all constraints. The set Xn is so selected that once all 
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Algorithm 5.1 Variable Selection 
1 Let C be a set of constraints, 
2 X be a set of variables, 
3 D be a set of domains 
4 
5 Select_variable(C, X, D) 
6 Let Xstn C X be the set of variable in Cstn 
7 Clin be the form of ” i 丸 ct) 
8 Set Xiin 二 0 
9 For i = 1 to A; 
10 if Vi, v'i 茫 Xstn U Xiin then 
11 if 队 I < IAAI then 
12 Xiin 二 Xiin U 
13 else 




18 return Xstn U Xun 
variables in Xn are assigned value, the whole problem will degenerate into an ILP 
problem and a Simplex based solver can be used to solve it. Thus, the set of Xn 
contains two kinds of variables. One is those variables (denoted Xstn) that appear 
in the strictly non-linear constraints Cstn- The others are variables (denoted Xun) 
that appears in the linearizable non-linear constraints Cun, which can cause the 
linearizable non-linear constraints to degenerate to linear constraints once the 
variables' values are fixed. Xn is selected from the set X of variables by function 
Select_variable(C, X, D) (see Algorithm 5.1). In order to degenerate the problem 
into an ILP problem, Xstn must be selected first. For those variables appearing 
in linearizable non-linear constraints, we select those variables with the smallest 
domain size first to limit the branching during labelling. 
After the selection of Xn, The CP solver uses to label the set Xn of variables. 
If it returns 丄，it implies that C is unsatisfiable and the optimizer stops. Oth-
erwise, CP solver obtains the solution CV = {xi = ax^, X2 = 0^ x2 j • • • ^ ^n 二 ^xn) 
for the subset Xn and the LP engine starts to solve the sub-problem with the 
current solution C ” In order to bound the search space for Simplex Method, a 
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Algorithm 5.2 Integrated Optimizer 
1 Let X be a set of variables, 
2 be a set of domains, 
3 C be a set of constraints, 
4 Z be an objective function 
5 
6 Integrate_opt(Z,C,X,i：)) 
7 Xn = Select_variable(C, X, D) 
8 return(CP(Z, X, C, Xn,D)) 
set of inequalities is sent to the LP engine at the same time. Let the set Chound 
of constraints be the set of inequalities. They limit the possible values of each 
variable x according to the domain D^. The notations mm{Dx) and m^x{Dx) 
denote the lower and upper bound value in the domain D^, respectively. If LP en-
gine returns 丄，the sub-problem with the current CV is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, 
we record the current solution z as the best-so-far solution Zbest, and perform 
branch-and-bound. The current best solution is used to prune away the worse 
solution. The integrated optimizer executes CP solver and LP engine repeatedly. 
It stops when the best solution ztest is finally confirmed. The overall procedure 
of integrated optimizer is shown in Algorithm 5.2 and Algorithm 5.3. 
Example 4 Consider the example of GCOP in which the objective function, 
Z = Y - X + subject to the constraint 
with domain D{X) = D{Y) = D{W) = {0 ,1 ,2 ,3} . Execution of integrated 
optimizer on this problem proceeds as follows. First, a list Xn of variables is 
selected for labelling and Select .variable returns {X,W]. Then, CP solver is 
called and node_arc_consistency is used to ensure the consistent of the constraint 
X S 八 X / ly . The domains remain 
Z)⑷二嘲=寧)={0，1，2，3} 
Then, choosing to branch on X , we first try adding X = 0. The procedure call 
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Algorithm 5.3 CP Solver 
1 Let V and X be a set of variables, 
2 D he a, set of domains, 
3 5 be a set of constraints, 
4 Z is an objective function 
5 
6 CP(Z, X , S,V,D) 
7 Zbest =丄 
8 node_arc_consistency(V, S, D) 
9 li^deD s.t. d = 0 then return 丄 
10 elseif \fx G V s.t. D^ = {ax} then 
11 if all constraints in S are satisfied with x = ax then 
12 Cr = {(a：! 二 二 a工2，...,a;n 二 ^ 工^打)]" 
13 Cbound 二 {a： 2 min{Da:),X < max{Da:)\x eX.Da：^ W } } 
14 r e t u r n ( I L P ( Z , X，C U CV U Cbound, D,丄)) 
15 else return 丄 endif 
16 endif 
17 choose X e V , D x ^ {a®} 
18 (according to user-specified heuristics such as first-fail 
19 or smallest-domain-first) 
20 for each value d G do 
21 z = CP(Z, X,S\J{x = d},V, D) 
22 if 丄 then 
23 二 U Z � Z [ z ) 
24 Zbest = Z 
25 endif 
26 endfor 
27 return Zbest 
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CP solver and apply the consistency check again. The domains become 
D{X) = {0} , D{Y) = {0，1, 2,3} and D{W) - {1, 2，3} 
Now, choosing to branch on W, we first try adding W = 1. The procedure call 
CP solver and apply the consistency check again. The domains become 
D{X) = {0}，D{Y) = {•, 1，2,3} and D{W) 二 { 1 } 
The domain of variables X and W becomes singletons and satisfies the con-
straints. As domain size of variable V is greater than one. Bound constraints 
are generated on Y. ILP solver is started with bound constraints � 0 八 S 3. 
The optimal solution {X = 0,Y = 3, W = 1} for the problem is returned and Z 
equals 4. Zbest is used to record this solution. Now the problem is obtained by 
adding the constraint Y - X -\-W > A. However, this time W = 2 is tried and 
apply the consistent check again. The domains become 
D{X) 二 {0} , = {3 } and D{W) = {2 } 
The optimal solution {X = 0,Y = 3, W = 2} for the problem is returned 
and set as Ztest- Now the problem is obtained by adding another constraint 
Y-X -^W > 5. This time W = 3 is tried and apply the consistent check again. 
The domains become 
D{X) 二 {0},D{Y) = {3 } and D{W) = {3 } 
The optimal solution { X = 0 , 二 3, VF = 3} for the problem is returned 
and record it as Zbest. Now the problem is changed by adding the constraint 
Y^X + W > 6. As all domain values in W have tried, the procedure backtracks 
and try X 二 1 this time. The domains are reduced and become 
D{X) = {1},D{Y)^{} and D{W) = { } 
The domain of variable W is empty. It returns false and try X = 2. The domains 
are reduced and become 
D{X) 二 { 2 } ， D ( Y ) = { } a n d D{W) = { } 
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The domain of variable W is empty and the procedure return false. This time 
X = 3 is tried. The domains become 
n(X) 二 {3},D{Y) = { } and D{W) = { } 
The domain of variable W is empty and the procedure return false again. As all 
domain values of variable X have tried, the procedure stops and returns Zbest as 
optimal solution, i.e. { ( X = 0 , 二 3, VT 二 3 ) } 
It can be shown that the integrated optimizer automatically degenerates into 
a conventional ILP based optimizer when all constraints are linear. Similarly, it 
reduces to a traditional branch-and-bound based optimizer when all constraints 
are strictly non-linear. Most importantly, it in general outperforms the tra-
ditional optimizers when both linear and nonlinear constraints appear in the 
problem. We shall evaluate its performance in the next section. Now we first 
describe how the CP solver and LP engine work in the integrated algorithm. 
5.1.2 The CP Solver 
The CP solver begins with the set S of constraints and the set V of variables. The 
procedure starts with consistency checking. Function node_arc一consistency(V, 5, 
D) implements the constraint propagation on D. If any domain in D becomes 
empty, then the set S of constraints is unsatisfiable and the function returns 丄. 
If the domain size of all the variables equals one, the satisfiability of the solution 
is checked. If the solution satisfies 5, the solution set {xi = a i , . . . = a几)is 
used to form a sub-problem for LP engine. Otherwise, the function returns 丄. 
If there is any variable with a domain of size greater than one, then the function 
selects one of these variables according to a user-specified heuristics (such as 
first-fail or smallest-domain-first). The function then repeats to work on relaxed 
sub-problems created by setting the selected variable to different domain values. 
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The search proceeds until all solution are found for the set V of variables, or no 
solution can be found. The overall procedure of CP solver is shown in Algorithm 
5.3. 
5.1.3 The LP Engine 
The main body of the LP Engine is as shown in Algorithm 5.4. The engine is 
branch-and-bound based. In order to increase the efficiency of branch-and-bound 
search and reduce the search space for the LP engine, we have introduced one 
enhancement to the Branch-and-bound algorithm: applying Constraint Propa-
gation. Constraint propagation can prune away the unsatisfied sub-problem in 
earlier stages. The procedure starts with constraint propagation on the set Q of 
linear constraints and the set of domains D is reduced. If any one of the domains 
becomes empty, then there is no feasible solution for the set Q of constraints 
and the procedure returns the current best solution. Otherwise, the Simplex 
Method is used to solve the relaxed linear problem. In LP relaxation, all discrete 
variables of the problem are treated as continuous variables. Based on the Sim-
plex Method, function LP(Z,C/) solves the relaxed linear problem and returns 
the solution z (See Algorithm 5.5). If the solution is 丄，no feasible solution 
is found. The search will backtrack and tries other relaxed sub-problem. If the 
solution z contains non-integer values for some variables, one of these variables 
will be used to create a choice point with two new relaxed sub-problems: one 
created with the floor of the fractional value and one with the ceiling. These 
sub-problems are applied with the above procedure again. Once we have found 
an integer solution z, Zbest sets as z and its objective function value Z(Zbest) can 
be used to prune other solutions whose relaxations have worse values. Eventu-
ally, Zbest contains the best solution. After searching the entire tree, function ILP 
returns the optimal solution comparing with current best solution Zbest-
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Algorithm 5.4 Branch-and-bound Algorithm for LP Engine 
1 Let Z be a objective function 
2 X be a set of variables, be a set of domains 
3 Ci be as a set of linear constraints 
4 Zbest be the best solution so far 
5 
6 ILP{Z,X,Ci,D,Zbest) 
7 let Z{z) be objective value for solution z 
8 if Zbest 丄 then 
9 node_arc_consistency(X, CiU {Z > Z(补est)}，D) 
10 else node_arc_consistency(X, Ci,D) 
11 endif 
12 if 3c? G s.t. d = 0 then return Zbest endif 
13 ；^  = LF{Z,Ci) 
14 i f = 丄 then return Zbest endif 
15 if Zbest ^ 丄 then 
16 if Z{z) < Z[Zbest) then return Zbest endif 
17 endif 
18 if ；is an integral solution then return z 
19 else 
20 Zbest = U { X < la：,]}, D, Zbest) 
2 1 Zbest = lLP{Z,X,CiU { x > Zbest) 
22 endif 
23 return ztest 
Algorithm 5.5 LP Engine 
1 Let Z be the objective function 
2 C be the set of linear constraints 
3 
4 LP(Z, C) 
5 Apply Simplex on C 
6 if no feasible solution then return 丄 
7 else 
8 return the solution {(a;i 二 cixi,工2 = 0工2，.. •，工n = 
9 endif 
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5.1.4 Proof of the Optimization 
The following theorem is stated. 
Theorem 3 The solution that is found by integrated optimized is optimal so-
lution. 
Proof: See Appendix B 
5.2 Benchmarking Results 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm. We have built a 
prototype implementation and test it on some benchmarks. The code is written 
in CHIP version 5.2 [16] and C (version 2.0 of GCC). All benchmarks are per-
formed on a Sun Ultra 1/170 with 256Mbytes of memory running Solaris 2.6. 
To illustrate the performance of our simulator (denoted OPT), we present the 
empirical results on different benchmarks. For each benchmark, we present the 
time and the number feasible solution found to derive the optimal solution. As 
our prototype is built on CHIP, we compare the performance with the CHIP 
system. In order to illustrate the overhead of our simulator on the detection of 
linearizable non-linear constraints, we compare the benchmarks by turning off 
the LP engine in our simulator that degenerate to a branch-and-bound based 
optimizer (denoted OPT(BB)). The results of OPT(BB) are also reported. 
5.2.1 Weighted Magic Square 
A weighted magic square of order n is a n by n matrix containing n^ different 
numbers, with the sum of numbers on each row, column and main diagonal are 
the same. Each number ranges over a set of possible integers. In addition, each 
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cell of the matrix contains a positive or negative weight. This problem is to 
minimize the sum of all products of each number and the corresponding weight 
in matrix. Different cases of magic square are solved and the results by CHIP 
and simulator are shown in Table 5.1 with different labelling strategies. They 
include the "natural order" (N), first-fail (FF), largest domain first (LDF) and 
smallest domain first (SDF). 
From the results in Table 5.1, we observe that the time taken is independent 
with the labelling strategies in each case. However, the best time takes by sim-
ulator for each case is faster than the CHIP solver takes. As the first case, the 
best time of simulator is 290ms with LDF labelling strategies and the best time 
of CHIP is 400ms only. Obviously, the results in Table 5.1 illustrate that our 
simulator is more efficient than CHIP in solving this problem. It takes less time 
to obtain the optimal solution among labelling strategies. 
5.2.2 Template design problem 
Template design problems (TDP) arise in printing firms, in which a variety of 
products, having identical size but different surface designs, are printed on the 
templates. Each template contains the same number of slots for printing various 
products within the same template, i.e., there can be various product combina-
tions on one template. The main task in TDP is to produce enough amounts 
of products while minimizing number of template used, e.g. k kinds of products 
can be assigned to print on t distinct templates. Each type of distinct templates 
has a distinct combination of products on its slots. In order to fulfil the quan-
tity requirement of each kind of product, a certain number of copies of distinct 
template is needed. For detailed examples of TDP please refer to [47]. Proll et 
al. [47] show that finding the optimal solution for template problem and prov-
ing optimality take a long time. Solving larger problems would even become 
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impracticable, so we use the two-template problem as our benchmark. The two-
template problem contains two distinct types of template. Each template has 
nine slots for seven variations. We run the same benchmark for 10 times and 
the execution time is slightly different each time (±0.5%)• In order to get more 
accurate results, we present the average time in millisecond. Different labelling 
strategies are used. They include the "natural order" (N), first-fail (FF), largest 
domain first (LDF) and smallest domain first (SDF). The results by CHIP, sim-
ulator (OPT), and simulator with turning off LP engine (OPT(BB)) are shown 
in Table 5.2 - Table 5.4. 
This problem is modelled with both stricitly non-linear constraints and lin-
earizable non-linear constraints. Our simulator may take overhead to degenerate 
all linearizable non-linear constraints to linear constraints. Obviously, the re-
suits in Table 5.2 - Table 5.4 illustrate that our algorithm is only slightly more 
efficient than CHIP in finding the optimal solution as the overhead. However, 
the simulator makes use of the existence of linear constraints and linearizable 
non-linear constraint and is still better than using CHIP solver. 
5.2.3 Random GCOP's 
In order to obtain a more complete picture of the performance of the simulator 
on GCOP's, we compare the performance of our simulator and CHIP on ran-
domly generated GCOP's. A randomly generated GCOP can be characterized 
by a 5-tuple {x,c,pp,pl,po), where x represents the number of the variables (and 
the domain sizes of all these variables are all x as well), c represents the number 
of constraints, pp represents the percentage of linearizable non-linear constraints 
among non-linear constraints, pi represents the percentage of linear constraints 
among c, and po represents the percentage of variables that appear in both lin-
ear and non-linear constraints (constraint tightness). Six types of strictly non-
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linear constraints are randomly generated. They are a l l d i f f erent, atmost, 
atleast, absolute, element, not equal (V，，). The linearizable non-linear 
constraints are randomly generated at the specified percentage.^ Randomly gen-
erated GCOP's are tested in four cases. Value of pp set as 0%, 25%, 50% re-
spectively. The value of x equals 15 and the value of c equals 10.^  Values of 
pi and po are taken from the set {20%, 40%, 60%, 80%}. Therefore, there are 
totally 16 classes of randomly generated GCOP's. For each class, we generate 
50 instances, and totally 800 instances are tested in each case. The results are 
summarised in Figures 5.1 - 5.6, which show the total time taken on solving these 
50 instances by (a) CHIP, (b) simulator (OPT) and (c) simulator with turning 
off LP engine (OPT(BB)) with different labelling strategies. The horizontal axes 
of graphs represents pi and po respectively. The vertical axis represents the total 
time taken. Figure 5.7 - 5.12 shows the number of feasible solution found to 
derive the optimal solution by � CHIP, (b) Simulator (OPT) and (c) simulator 
with turning off LP engine (OPT(BB)). The horizontal axes of graphs also rep-
resents pi and po respectively. The vertical axis represents the number of feasible 
solutions visited to find the optimal solution. 
From the results from the graphs, the efficiency of simulator is significant im-
prove as increasing the percentage of the linear constraints and the percentage 
of variable appears in both non-linear and linear constraints. It makes use of 
Simplex Method to perform an efficiency optimizer for the linear subset of con-
straints. Among all cases of problem, the simulator is efficiency when pi equals 
60% and po equals 40%. Observe from the Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4, first-fail 
labelling strategies is more suitable for our simulator. Compared with the time 
taken (see Figures 5.1 - 5.6), the simulator significant outperforms CHIP for small 
1 Originally, we have tried to include other types of strictly non-linear constraints such as 
cumulative, sequence, etc. We found that it was difficult to generate a satisfiable GCOP. 
2 Actually we have tested on the larger value of a;. We find that it is so difficult to obtain the 
optimal solution for GCOP's as the number of variables and constraints increasing too much. 
It may not be suitable for the comparison 
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pp values.3 Although the time taken by the simulator is not always less than that 
taken by CHIP, it is obvious that the simulator has significant improvement over 
CHIP for many problem instances and at least as good for the rest. 
3Due to the overhead for detecting the linearizable non-linear constraint, the performance 
of simulator is slightly affected. However, the simulator still slightly outperforms for large pp 
values. 
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n Case Weights of cells Labelling Heuristics CHIP Simulator 
"3 i -1,-1, 1, N 400 ms 500 ms 
1, 1，1, FF 3150 ms 340 ms 
1, 1, 1 LDF 660 ms 640 ms 
SDF 8890 ms 290 ms 
"3 2 -1,-1, 1, N 4220 ms 7210 ms 
1,-1，1, FF 116050 ms 2670 ms 
1，，1，，1' LDF 9470 ms 9320 ms 
, SDF 3370 ms 3350 ms 
"3 3 _5, 1, 1 N 4210 ms 12890 ms 
4,:1,，1， FF 93050 ms 2850 ms 
1,-6, 1' LDF 13800 ms 14070 ms 
, SDF 1432850 ms 5020 ms 
"3 4 -5, 1, 1, N 3430 ms 300 m s ~ 
4,-1，1, FF 249750 ms 1040 ms 
1，_6, 1 LDF 510 ms 500 ms 
，， SOT 5180 ms 5180 ms 
5 -5, 1, 1, N 6560 ms 1460 ms 
4;_1;_1,， FF 2470 ms 3330 ms 
1，,_6，, 2， LDF 30100 ms 62830 ms 
, , SDF > Ihr 208570 ms 
"3 6 -1,-1, 1, N 93980 m s 1 0 8 3 0 0 ms 
1，，1,，1,， FF > Ihr 73340 ms 
1，, 1,-1 LDF > Ihr > Ihr 
, , SDF > Ihr 367170 ms 
"3 7 _4,_i, 1, N 198660 m s 1 2 4 0 6 0 ms 
1,，1,，2,， FF 291610 ms 142350 ms 
1' i ] _i LDF 660780 ms 109770 ms 
, , SDF 1790170 ms 111060 ms 
~3 8 -4，-1，1, N 4400 ms 1600 ms 
1,，2,， FF 133770 ms 5730 ms 
1，, 3，，1， LDF 28610 ms 27730 ms 
, ， SDF 360620 ms 2730 ms 
"4 1 1,-2, 1，1, N > Ihr > Ihr 
1, 1, 1,-1, FF > Ihr > Ihr 
-1,-1, 1: 1, LDF > Ihr > Ihr 
1, 1, 3，1 SDF > Ihr > Ihr 
"4 2 -1,-1, 1, 1, N 62360 ms 57410 ms 
1,’ 1,’ i，’_i，’ FF 406030 ms 436610 ms 
_2’，-l，, 1, 1，， LDF 1301890 ms 37970 ms 
3: 1: 1:-1’ ^ > Ihr > Ihr 
Table 5.1: Timing results on order n magic square 
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rz; II labelling heuristics CHIP (ms) OPT (ms) OPT(BB) (ms)一 
" 1 N 2 6 8 4 0 0 2 6 8 9 4 0 2 8 3 7 4 0 
2 2 6 8 9 5 0 2 6 8 7 3 0 2 8 4 0 0 0 
3 2 6 9 3 7 0 2 6 8 9 9 0 2 8 3 6 3 0 
4 2 6 8 9 2 0 2 6 9 1 4 0 2 8 3 7 5 0 
5 2 6 9 3 4 0 2 6 9 0 5 0 2 8 4 0 3 0 
6 2 6 9 0 4 0 2 6 9 0 4 0 2 8 3 8 0 0 
7 2 6 8 8 4 0 2 6 9 0 9 0 2 8 3 7 8 0 
8 2 6 8 9 1 0 2 6 9 1 5 0 2 8 3 6 8 0 
9 2 6 8 8 5 0 2 6 9 0 9 0 2 8 3 7 1 0 
10 2 6 8 7 0 0 2 6 9 1 4 0 2 8 3 9 3 0 
X I 2 6 8 9 3 2 2 6 9 0 3 6 2 8 3 8 0 5 
" T 1 F F 7 1 5 9 5 0 6 8 1 1 3 0 6 9 1 5 8 0 
2 7 1 6 8 3 0 6 8 1 6 7 0 6 9 1 9 2 0 
3 7 1 5 9 0 0 6 8 2 0 8 0 6 9 1 7 1 0 
4 7 1 6 2 7 0 6 8 2 6 7 0 6 9 1 8 5 0 
5 7 1 6 0 7 0 6 8 2 8 6 0 6 9 2 2 0 0 
6 7 1 4 5 9 0 6 8 2 8 9 0 6 9 2 2 9 0 
7 7 1 4 3 2 0 6 8 2 8 6 0 6 9 2 1 6 0 
8 7 1 3 7 0 0 6 8 2 7 8 0 6 9 2 0 4 0 
9 7 1 3 9 2 0 6 8 2 7 5 0 6 9 2 2 3 0 
10 7 1 3 9 3 0 6 8 2 8 7 0 6 9 1 9 1 0 
7 1 5 1 4 8 6 8 2 4 5 6 6 9 1 9 8 9 
Table 5.2: Timing results on Template design problem with N and FF labelling 
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X II labelling heuristics CHIP (ms) OPT (ms) OPT(BB) ( m ^ 
LDF > 4 X 107 177240 242350 
2 > 4 X 107 177050 242070 
3 � 4 X 107 177140 242380 
4 > 4 X 107 177430 241960 
5 > 4 X 107 177220 242110 
6 � 4 X 107 177030 242200 
7 � 4 X 107 177200 242250 
8 � 4 X 107 176900 242170 
9 〉 4 X 107 177240 242250 
10 〉 4 X 107 177220 242120 
X II I � 4 X 107 177167 242186 
~ T 1 SDF 336400 325530 338690 
2 336080 325950 338870 
3 336070 325700 338890 
4 335940 325840 338510 
5 336040 325500 338640 
6 336580 325740 338760 
7 336570 325790 338780 
8 336480 325460 338660 
9 336440 325670 338480 
10 336630 325640 338690 
X I 336323 325682 338697 
Table 5.3: Timing results on Template design problem with LDF and SDF 
labelling 
labelling CHIP OPT OPT(BB) 
N 14 3 14 
FF 6 6 6 
LDF > 2 1 4 21 
SDF 20 4 20 
Table 5.4: Number of feasible solutions found on Template design problem 
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Figure 5.1: Time taken with N labelling, pp = 0% 
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Figure 5.2: Time taken with FF labelling, pp = 0% 
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Figure 5.3: Time taken with N labelling, pp = 25% 
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Figure 5.4: Time taken with FF labelling, pp = 25% 
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Figure 5.5: Time taken with N labelling, pp 二 50% 
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F i g u r e 5 . 6 : T i m e taken w i t h F F labe l l ing , pp = 5 0 % 
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Figure 5.10: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 二 25% 
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(c) OPT(BB) Figure 5.8: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 0% 
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Figure 5.10: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 二 25% 
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Figure 5.10: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 二 25% 
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Figure 5.10: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 二 25% 
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Figure 5.10: Number of Feasible solutions found with FF labelling, pp 二 25% 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
Constraint Programming (CP) and Linear Programming (LP) are two different 
techniques for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's) or optimization 
problems. Literature review shows that it is possible to integrate the advantages 
of both techniques: powerful and flexibility of problem modeling in CP; powerful 
Simplex Method as global reasoning in LP. 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we propose a new framework for the integration of CP and LP 
for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP's). We have implemented a 
simulator and have evaluated its performance on several benchmark problems. 
Based on integrating the advantage of CP and LP, the performance of simulator 
in general is shown to be better than conventional CLP solvers such as CHIP, 
especially for problems containing linear constraints. Even in the case where 
linear constraints do not exist, its performance is as good as the traditional 
CP techniques. Benchmarking results show its significant improvement over the 
systematic search based solver. 
We also propose a new framework of integrated optimizer for solving General 
97 
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Constrained Optimization Problems (GCOP's). Linear programming is power-
ful on solving "linear" optimization problem. However, it cannot be employed 
on the problem if any non-linear (general) constraint exists in the problem. Al-
though branch-and-bound based optimizer can be applied, the linear sub-system 
of constraint cannot be tackled efficiently. Moreover, some linearizable non-linear 
constraints may degenerate into linear constraints. It could be more efficient if 
linear programming techniques can be applied to tackle such non-linear con-
straints. Thus, our integrated optimizer is designed in making use of all these 
linear sub-systems in GCOP. The benchmarking results have illustrated that our 
simulator is more efficient than conventional branch-and-bound based optimizer 
in finding the optimal solution. Our simulator allows more efficient Simplex 
based optimizing to be performed for the existence of linear constraints. 
6.2 Future work 
6.2.1 Detection of implicit equalities 
As mentioned in the Chapter 4, we have compared our integrated solver with 
that of Beringer et al. [3]. In their algorithm, the LP solver sends the fixed 
values of variables to CP solver after detecting implicit equalities [61]. Implicit 
equalities are generated when inequalities reduce the dimension of the solution 
space. For example, consider the system: 
Xi+ X2 = 2 
Xi — X2 <0 
Xi — X2>0 
where the complete solution space is 二 1, 二 1). The solution is found 
after the Simplex signal that rri — ：1；2 二 0 was true. The LP solver can ensure 
the discovery of all these linear equalities (implicit equalities) that are inferred 
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from the set of equalities. In our implementations of simulators, the LP engine is 
used as efficient Simplex-based solver. Although our algorithms do not detect any 
implicit equality, the performance is still improved as shown. However, detecting 
implicit equalities is important in determining the minimal representation of a 
problem and simplifying further constraint solving. It is worth integrating the 
detection of implicit equalities into our algorithm in future. 
6.2.2 Dynamical variable selection 
In the second scheme, the optimizer selects the set of variables for labelling in 
order to degenerate the problem to the linear model first. The selection is done 
before the labelling. Such variable selection is static. However, the domain sizes 
of variables are changed during the constraint propagation. It may be more 
efficient to select variable dynamically during the labelling process. 
6.2.3 Analysis on help of linear constraints 
For the first and second schemes, we have done benchmarking on the randomly 
generated problems. From the results, we have observed the help of linear con-
straints for solving randomly generated CSP's and randomly generated GCOP's. 
It is worth doing further analysis on different kinds of CSP's and GCOP's in 
future, and analyze how change in the percentage of linear constraints affects 
the hardness of the problems. 
6.2.4 Local Search and Linear Programming 
Both our proposed algorithms are integrated with the complete search. The 
advantage of complete search is that they can detect infeasibility when the CSP is 
infeasible. However, the complete search is generally computationally expensive 
/ 
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for large problem instances. Some trends propose the faster methods and local 
search is then developed. Although local search is incomplete and may be trapped 
in local minima, it solves a class of hard CSP's and SAT problems with size of 
an order-of-magnitude larger than those solved by complete search. To integrate 
the linear programming in local search, the Simplex-based global reasoning may 
further speed up the local search and help the local search escaping from local 
minima with optimal path. This is a possible direction for the further work. 
/ 
Appendix A 
Proof of Soundness and 
Completeness 
Lemma 1 Consider the set X of variables and the set Q of linear constraints, 
LP(X,C/) (line 5, Algorithm 4.3) applies the first phase of Simplex Method on 
Q. An assignment command Slp 二 LP(X, Cj) implies either of following 4 cases: 
1. if the set Ci of constraints has a single integral solution {xi = a i , . . . = 
an), then Slp = single^ol(xi = ai,... ,Xn = <^ n)； 
2. if the set Q of constraints has multiple solutions and one of these solutions 
is integral, then Slp 二 multi^ol(xi 二 a i , . . . , 工 几 = 
3. if the set Q of constraints has multiple solutions and one of these solutions 
is non-integral, then Slp = disi{x < K J , ^ > M ) , where x = a^ is in 
this solution and a^ is not an integer; 
4. if the set Q of constraints is infeasible, then SLP =丄-
Proof: Case 1. Refer to lines 8-9 of Algorithm 4.3. In order to indicate that the single 
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integer solution (rci = ai，. • • ， ： ^ 几 二 oO is found on the algorithm returns sin-
gle_sol(a;i 二 ai, rcn 二 an) to represent the existence of single integer solution. 
Case 2. Refer to lines 13-15 of Algorithm 4.3. The set Q of constraints has the 
multiple solutions and one of these solutions is integral. The algorithm returns 
multi-^ol(xi = ai , . . . ,Xn = an) to represent the multiple solutions. 
Case 3. Refer to lines 16-18 of Algorithm 4.3. The set Q of constraints has the 
non-integer solution. The algorithm generates the cutting planes (inequalities) 
on a variable x with non-integer value a^ and returns disj(x < K J , x >�a工 l ) to 
indicate the cutting planes. 
Case 4. Refer to lines 11 and 20 of Algorithm 4.3. If no feasible solution is found 
by phase I of simplex method or single non-integer solution exists, the algorithm 
returns 丄. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Lemma 2 Consider the set X of variables, the set D of domains and the set C 
of constraints, CP(X, C，D) in Algorithm 4.4 applies a consistency check (line 6) 
and then a tree search on the set C of constraints and the set X of variables. The 
set D of domains is reduced and an assignment command Sep = CP(X, C, D) 
leads to either of the following cases: 
1. if 3D工 e A 二 0, then Sep =丄. 
2. if VAc G Ac 二 { � } and all constraints in C are satisfied with x = v^, 
then Sep = {{xi 二〜1,...，:rn = � J } , where G X, i = 1 , . . . n. 
3. if G •D,!)^； 二 and any constraints in C are not satisfied with 
X = Ux, then Scp =丄. 
4. if there exists variables such that their domains are not empty and not 
singletons, then pick up one such variable x e X according to the user-
defined heuristics. If = Vn, n > 1, then Sep 二 Integrate(X, D, 
{CU{x = ^i } } ) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, {C U {x = i ;”}}) 
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Proof: 
Case 1. Refer to lines 7 of Algorithm 4.4. If any domain is empty, the algorithm 
returns 丄. 
Case 2. Refer to lines 8-10 of Algorithm 4.4. If the feasible solution {xi 二 
= IS found, the algorithm returns the solution. 
Case 3. Refer to line 11 of Algorithm 4.4. If the solution is not feasible, the 
algorithm returns 丄. 
Case 4. Refer to lines 13-16 of Algorithm 4.4, and Algorithm 4.1. The algo-
rithm decomposes the set C of constraints into the set of sub-problems with 
each domain value, and 
Sep 二 U Integrate(X, D, { C U {a; = d}}) 
deDx 
where x is the variable with a nonempty and non-singleton domain, selected ac-
cording to the user-specified heuristics. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 1 
The integrated algorithm is sound. 
Proof: 
Consider the set X of variables, the set D of domains and the set C of con-
straints. According to the integrated algorithm (Algorithm 4.2), an assignment 
command S 二 Integrate(X, D, C) is reduced with the following steps: 
1. Step 1 (lines 6-15). The consistency check (line 6) is applied and the 
domains are reduced. If = 0, it implies C is unsatisfiable and 5 = ± 
(line 7), where D^ G D. If there exists variables such that their domains 
are not empty and not singletons (lines 8 -15), then choose one of these 
variables x e X according to the user-defined heuristics. If the domain 
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size of X equals two, the algorithm decomposes the set C of constraints 
into the two set of sub-problems with each domain value (line 13) and S 
二 Integrate(X, D, { C U {x = di}}) U Integrate(X, D, {C U {x 6^2}}), 
where Dx = {di, • 
2. Step 2 (lines 16-30). Otherwise, LF{Xn,Ci) (line 19) is used for solving 
Ci e C, where Q is the set of linear sub-constraints and Xn is the set 
of variables in Q. Then the set of sub-problems is formed by LP(Xn, Ci) 
(refer to lines 18-28). With the help of Lemma 1, there are five possible 
results: 
(a) LF{Xn,Ci) returns singlejsol(xi a i , . . . ,Xn = � ) , a n d hence S 二 
CP(X, D,CU {{xi 二 ai, . • • ， = an)}) (lines 21-22); 
(b) LF{Xn,Ci) returns multi^ol(a;i 二 = a^), and hence S 二 
CP(X, D, CU{(工 1 = = a , ) } ) U CP(X, D, C) (lines 23-24); 
(c) LF{Xn,Ci) returns disj(a; < [a^J, x >�0^1) and hence S = CP(X, 
D,Cu{x< Levi}) U CP(X, D,CU{x>�aj}) (lines 25-26); 
(d) LF{Xn, Ci) returns 丄 . Q is unsatisfiable. This implies that C is 
unsatisfiable and =丄（line 27); 
(e) If G = 0, 5 = CP(X, D, C) (line 30). 
Let X = D = { A ^ i , . . . , A J and C is a set of constraints 
over X. If {{xi = au...,Xn = a j } is returned by Integrate (X, D, C), then 
= a i , … , = an)} satisfies all constraints in C, where n is the number of 
variables. Then we prove this results by induction on n as following: 
Base Step 
(1) When n = l, S = Integrate(X, D, C), where X = {xi}, D = {D^,}. 
(2) After the consistency check, if the domain Da,, is empty, and then 二丄 . I f 
the domain size of xi equals two, and then S is reduced as following: 
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1. By Step Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi = di}) U Integrate(X, D, CU{xi = 
^2}), where D^^ = 
2. By Step 1 again, the domain A^i for each sub-problem is reduced by consis-
tency check. If both sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy C, where 
i = 1 and 2, then S =丄. 
If the sub-problem with {xi = di} satisfies C, where i 二 1 or 2，the integer 
solution { {xi = di)} is obtained and we go to first case of Step 2, and then: 
S = CP(X, C U {xi - di}), where i = 1 ov 2 
By Lemma 2, S = { (xi = di)} if {{xi 二 di)} is the solution, where i = 1 
or 2 
If both sub-problems with {xi 二 di} satisfy C, where ^ = 1 and 2, both 
integer solutions {{xi = di)} and {{xi = c ^ } are obtained and we go to 
first case of Step 2, and then: 
5 = ULi CP(X, D,CU {xi = di}) 
By Lemma 2, S = 二 必)} if both {{x^ = di)} and {{xi = o ^ } 
are the solutions. 
(3) Otherwise, there are five possible results (Step 2): 
= CP(X, D,CU {xi = d}). By Lemma 2, and then: 
S = {{xi = d)} if {{xi = cO} is the solution. 
2. S 二 CP (X，D,CU {xi = d}) U CP(X, D, C). By Lemma 2, S is then 
reduced as either of following: 
(a) If both problems C U {xi = d} and C is not satisfied, then S =丄. 
(b) If sub-problem with {xi = (i} is not satisfied C and the domain D^^ 
for problem C is singleton, D^^ G D, D^, = {a} and all constraints in 
C are satisfied with xi 二 a, then S = {{xi = a)} 
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(c) If sub-problem with {xi = d) does not satisfied C and the domain 
Dx^ G D for problem C is not empty and not singleton, then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C\J{xi 二 c/i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi 二 
dm})^ where di G D x ” i = 1,. . . ,爪• 
By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy C, 
where i = ... < m, then 丄 is returned for each sub-problem. 
Otherwise, integer solutions {{xi = d j � � , j = A;，..., m, are obtained 
and we go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S = [jZk CF{X,D,C[J{xi = di}). 
By Lemma 2, S = [jT=k{{^i 二 幻 } if {(^i = 幻 } is the solution, 
where i = k,…，m 
(d) If sub-problem with {xi = d} satisfies C and the domain A n for 
problem C is singleton, D^^ G D, Ac ! 二 {a} and all constraints in C 
are satisfied with xi = a, then S = {{xi = d)}U{{xi = a)}. 
(e) If sub-problem with {xi = d} satisfy C and the domain D^, G D for 
problem C is not empty and not singleton, then: 
S = {{xi = d)}U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi = c^i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {xi = dm}), where c^ i G A^” i = 1,…，m. By Step 1 again, if 
the sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy C, where i = 
1 k - 1 < m, then 丄 is returned for each sub-problem. Otherwise, , — / 
integer solutions {{xi = dj)},j = A;, . . . , m, are obtained and we go to 
first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S = {JlLk CP(X, CU {xi = diYi U{{xi = cO}. 
By Lemma 2, S = [JZkii^i = 幻 } U{(工i = d)} if {xi = di} and 
{xi = d} are the solutions, where i 二 k,…，m 
3. S = CP(X, D, C U {xi < |A|}) U CP(X, D,CU{xi >�cTI})，where d is 
not a integer. By Lemma 2, S is then reduced as either of following: 
(a) If sub-problem with {xi < [d\} and sub-problem with {xi > � d ] } do 
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not satisfy C, then =丄. 
(b) If sub-problem with {xi < [d\} does not satisfy C and the domain A^i 
for sub-problem with {xi > � c T ] } is singleton, D^^ e A n = Wf 
and all constraints in C are satisfied with xi = a, then S = { O i == a)}. 
(c) If sub-problem with {xi < [d\} does not satisfy C and the domain 
Da：^ e D for sub-problem with {xi > � d ] } is not empty and not 
singleton, then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi > � c r i } U { : r i 二 di}) U . •• U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {xi >�(f|} U {xi = dm}), where di e D,,, e D,i = 1,... 
By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi 二 di} do not satisfy 
C, where i = 1,..., k — 1, k — 1 S m, then 丄 is returned for each 
sub-problem. Otherwise, integer solutions { {xi 二 d j � � , j = 
are obtained and we go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S = UZk CP(X, B,CU {rri > [^^IjU = d^}). 
By Lemma 2, S = UZkU^i = � } if {(^i 二 � } is the solution, 
where i = k,…，m 
(d) If sub-problem with {xi > � c T ] } does not satisfy C and the domain D^, 
for sub-problem with {xi < [d\} is singleton, D^i ^ = {a } 
and all constraints in C are satisfied with Xi = a, then S = {{xi = a)}. 
(e) If the domain D：,, for sub-problem with {xi < [ ( i j j is singleton, where 
G = {a} and all constraints in C are satisfied with = 
a, and then the domain for sub-problem with {xi > � c T I } is 
also singleton, D：,, e D, D：,, 二 {b} and all constraints in C are also 
satisfied with xi = b, then S = {{xi = a)} U {{xi = b)} 
(f) If the domain D町 for sub-problem with {xi < [cij} is singleton, where 
D^^ G D, Dx^ 二 {a} and all constraints in C are satisfied with Xi 二 a, 
and then the domain D^, for sub-problem with {xi > � … } is not 
empty and not singleton, then: 
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S 二 {(rri = a)}U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi > \(£\} U {xi = di}) U- - -U 
Integrate(X, D, C U {xi >�cTI} U {xi = dm}), where di G A^i ^ 
D,i = 1 ,…，m . 
By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy 
C, where i = 1,…，k — 1, k - 1 S m, then 丄 is returned for each 
sub-problem. Otherwise, integer solutions {{xi = dj)},j 二 K …，m, 
are obtained and we go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S = U^fc CP(X, D,CVJ{xi > \d']}U {xi = di}) U{{xi = a)}. 
By Lemma 2, S = UZkii^i = di)} U{(:i:i = a)} if {{xi = a)} and 
{{xi = di)} are the solutions, where i 二 k,...,m 
(g) If sub-problem with {xi > � d l } does not satisfy C and the domain 
L)町 for sub-problem with {xi < [d\} is not empty and not singleton, 
then: 
S 二 Iiitegrate(X, D, Cu{xi < [d\}U{xi = di}) U . . .U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {xi < [d\}U {xi 二 dmYi, where di 6 D^^i 6 = . •. 
By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy 
C, where i = 1,... - l,k - 1 < m, then 丄 is returned for each 
sub-problem. Otherwise, integer solutions {{xi 二 dj)}J = 
are obtained and we go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S 二 \X=k CP(X, D.CVJ {xi < Lc?J}U {xi = di}). 
By Lemma 2, S 二 工i = di)} if {{xi 二 c?;)} is the solution, 
where i = k,…，m 
(h) If the domain D^, for sub-problem with {xi > � c T j } is singleton, where 
D^^ e D, Dx^ 二 {a} and all constraints in C are satisfied with Xi = a, 
and the domain D^^ for sub-problem with {xi < ld\} is not empty 
and not singleton, then: 
S = { (xi 二 a)}U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi < [d\}U{xi = di } ) U . . . U 
Integrate(X, D, C[J{xi < [d\}U{xi = dm}), where di = 
1,...，m. By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi = d^} do not 
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satisfy C, where i = 1,... < m, then 丄 is returned for each 
sub-problem. Otherwise, integer solutions {(工！ = dj)}J = k,…，m, 
are obtained and go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S = \jT=k CP(X, C U { x i < Lc^ J}U {xi = di}) U{{xi = a)}. 
By Lemma 2, 5 = 工i == di)} U{(xi = a)} if {{xi = a)} and 
{{xi = di)} are the solutions, where i = k,…，m 
(i) If the domain D^, for sub-problem with {xi < [d\} and the domain 
Da：, for sub-problem with {xi > � c T ] } are not empty and not single-
tons, then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C u { x i < [d\}U{xi = ^i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, 
D, CU {xi < [d\} U {xi = 叫 } ) U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi > 
'd]}U{xi =( i i } )U. . .Uli i tegrate(X, A CU{xi >�cTI}U{:z;i = cL}) , 
where Vj,di G D工”j = l,...r,i = By Step 1 again, 
if the sub-problems with {xi = di} do not satisfy C, where i = 
- 1,A: - 1 < m, then 丄 is returned for each sub-problem. 
Otherwise, integer solutions {{xi = dj)}J = /c , . . . , m, are obtained 
and we go to first case of Step 2. At the same time, if the sub-problems 
with {xi = Vj} do not satisfy C, where j 二 1,. •., a _ 1, a — 1 S r, 
then 丄 is returned for each sub-problems. Otherwise, integer solu-
tions {{xi 二 巧)}, j = a, •. •，r，are obtained and we go to first case of 
Step 2. Thus, 
S = CP(X, A C U < [d\}u - 巧 } ) u U^fc CP(X, D, 
CU{xi>�cr|}U{Ti = di}). 
By Lemma 2, S 二 (工i 二 巧）} U 工i = ⑷ } if {(工i 二 巧）} 
and {(a；! = di)} are the solutions, where j 二 a,…，r,i 二 k,…，m. 
4. 二丄 
5. 5 = C P ( X , D, C). By Lemma 2，S is then reduced as either of following: 
(a) If Ari G D, D n = 0, then = 丄 . 
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(b) If Dxi G D, A^i = {d} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
X 二 d, then: 
S = {{xi = d)}. 
(c) If D町 for the problem C is not empty and not singleton, then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C[J{xi 二 c^i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, C u { x i 二 
dm}), where di G D^^^i = 1, • • • 
By Step 1 again, if the sub-problems with {xi 二 di} do not satisfy 
C, where i 二 1,..., k - 1, k - 1 S m, then 丄 is returned for each 
sub-problem. Otherwise, integer solutions {{xi = dj)}J 二 A;, •. • ,m, 
are obtained and we go to first case of Step 2. Thus, 
S 二 [JZk CP(X, D,CU {xi 二 di}). 
By Lemma 2, S = 工i 二 � } if {(^i = � } is the solution, 
where i = k,…，m 
(4) Thus, S = = di)}, where r > 1, if = di is the solution and n = 
1 is true 
Induction Step 
(1) Assume n = k is also true. 
i.e. S = Integrate(X，D, C), where X 二 {o^i,.. G D then: 
where dj, G D^. e D , r > l , i i { {xi = = is the solution 
(2) Now we proof for n = A; + 1 and consider S = Integrate(X, D, C), where 
X = G D 
(3) By Step 1, after the consistency check, if G At = 0, =丄 . I f there 
exists variables such that their domain are not empty and not singletons, then 
pick up one of these variable x e X according to the user-defined heuristics and 
the domain size of x equals two, and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C U (x = ” i } ) U Integrate(X, D, C U {x =仍}), where 
D 工={VUV2} 
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Solving sub-problems with {x = Vi} is equivalent to solve original problem C 
on the set X' of variables with {x = Vi], where X ' C X ' = . . . , x J , 车 
X'.yn^, e D. Then: 
S = ULi{(工 1 = (k…..，Xk = dk,)} [ j { x = Vj} (by assuming), if {{xi 二 
di�...,3Ck = dki,x = Vj)} is the solution, where r > IJ = 1,2. 
i.e. S = ULi{ (^i = du,.. •, Xk+i == > 1 
(4) Otherwise, there are five possible results (Step 2): 
1. S = CP(X, D, CU {{xi = Vi,.. .)})• By Lemma 2, S is then reduced as 
either of following: 
(a) If e D , D ^ = 0, then = 丄 . 
(b) If e D,D叫={di} and any constraints in C are not satisfied 
with = = then =丄 . 
(c) If VAci ^ D.Dxi = {di} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
x = = then: 
S = {{xi = di,..., Xk+i = 4+1 ) } 
(d) If 3Dx e D is not empty and not singletons, one of these variables 
X e X is picked up according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S 二 Integrate(X, D, CU{{xi = 叫 • . .)}U{x = di}) U . . . U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {{xi 二叫...)} U{x = dm}), where dj � J = l,...,m. 
Solving sub-problems with {x = di} is equivalent to solve original 
problem C on the set X' of variables with {x = di], where X' C 
X , X ' T h e n : 
S = U;=i{(工 1 - di.,...,Xk = dkj)} U{x = di} (by assuming), if 
{{xi = di.,...,Xk = dk^.x = di)} is the solution, where r > = 
1，• ••， T T L ^ 
i.e. S = = Xk+i = 4+1 , ) } , r > 1 
2. S 二 CP(X, D, C U {{xi = 叫 • . . ) } ) U CP(X, D, C). By Lemma 2, S is 
/ 
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then reduced as either of following: 
(a) If both problems C U { ( t ; 二 ^；“ . •.)} and is not satisfied, then S 
=丄. 
(b) If sub-problem with {Oi =灼，• • •)} does not satisfied C and the do-
main for problem C is singleton, D^,, e D , D 叫 = = 
1 , . . . , A; + 1 and all constraints in C are satisfied with {{xi = di..., 
Xk+i = 4+1) } , then: 
S = { (xi = d i . . . , Xk+i = 4+1) } 
(c) If sub-problem with {(xi =灼,••.)} does not satisfied C and 
for problem C is not empty and not singleton, one of these variables 
X G X is picked up according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D,Cu{x = di}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, U {rr 二 
dm}), where di e D^.i = I, • - • 
Solving these sub-problems with {x = di} is equivalent to solve orig-
inal problem C on the set X' of variables with {x = di], where 
C X , = { x i , . . . , x j , X ^ G D. Then: 
S = U5二i{(工 1 = (k”..-,Xk - dkj)} U{x = d,} (by assuming), if 
{{xi = (h”...，cck 二 dk”oo = di)} is the solution, where r > l,i = 
1，• • •，Tlf~t • 
i.e. S = = c^ iy, •..，W+i = 4+iJ}，r > 1 
(d) If the domain D^, G 二 {di} for sub-problem with {{xi = 
Vi,...)} and the domain D^, G D, D^, 二 {a^} for problem C is single-
ton, and all constraints in C are satisfied with {(r^i 二（ii,..., Xk+i = 
dk+i)} and {(xi = ai,...，Xk+i = a^+i)}, i = 1,. •.，/c + 1，then: 
S = {{xi = (h,…,Xk^i = dk+i)} U {{xi 二 ai，•..，Xk+i 二 afc+i)}. 
(e) If the domain D^, G = {a^} for sub-problem with {(x^ = 
^；“...)} is singleton, all constraints in C are satisfied with {(xi = 
a i , . . . , Xk+i 二 afc+i)}, and for problem C is not empty and not 
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singleton, one of these variables x e X is picked up according to the 
user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = {{xi = ai,. •. - afc+i)}U Integrate(X, d^]) 
U •.. U Integrate(X, D, C U {x = di]), where di 6 二 …,n. 
Solving these sub-problems with {x = di} is equivalent to solve orig-
inal problem C on the set X' of variables with {x 二 di], where 
X' yn,, e D. Then: 
S = {{xi = a i , . . . , Xk+i 二 afc+i)}U {U5=i{(工 1 = di.,...,Xk = 4 , ) } U 
{x = di}} (by assuming), if {{xi 二 a i , . . . , Xk+i 二 a^+i)} and { O i = 
di. , . . . ,Xk = dkj ,x = di)} are the solutions, where = 
i.e. S = = di.，..., Xk+i = 4+1,)}, r > 1 
(f) If the domain G D, D^, = { a j for problem C is singleton, all con-
straints in C are satisfied with {{xi = (h , . . . , Xk+i = CLk+i)}i and 3Dx 
for sub-problem with {(rr^  =灼，..•)} is not empty and not singleton, 
one of these variables x e X is picked up according to the user-defined 
heuristics and then: 
S = {(xi = 二 afc+i)}U Integrate(X, D, C U {{xi = 
Vi,…；！！口！：!； 二 di}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, Cu{{xi 二 v“ .. .Uulrr 二 
dm}), where di G D^.i = 1,. ••，m. 
Solving these sub-problems with {x = di} is equivalent to solve orig-
inal problem C on the set X' of variables with {x 二 di], where 
C X , - { x i , . . . , Xfc}, X 0 ^D,, G D. Then: 
S = {{xi 二 ai, •. •，Xk+i = afc+i)}U = = 4,)} U 
{x = di}} (by assuming), if {{xi = ai,...，Xk+i 二 afc+i)} and {{xi 二 
= dkj = di)} are the solutions, where r> l,2 = l , . . . , m . 
i.e. S = [j'j=i{{xi = d、，..., Xk+i 二 4 + 1 , ) } , r > 1 
(g) If for problem C is not empty and not singletons, a variable 
Xc e X is picked up according to the user-defined heuristics. At the 
same time, there for sub-problem with {{xi = is not 
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empty and not singleton, one of these variables x e X is also picked 
up according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C U { r r � = ai}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, C U 
{xc = ai}) U Integrate(X, D,CU {{xi =灼，...)} U {x = di}) U . . . U 
Integrate(X, D, CU{{xi =叫，•. .jlLHrr = dm}), where aj e D工e 
D 工,j = = 
Solving these sub-problems with {x = di} or {xc = aj} is equivalent 
to solve original problem C on the set X' of variables with {x = di], 
where X ' C X , = {^ i^，...，工 fc}, x or x^i X', VD 而 G D. Then: 
S = 二 chj,...,工 k = dk,)} u {xc = aj}} U = 
= dkj)} U{x = di}} (by assuming), if {{xi = 二 
dkj,Xc - aj)} and {{xi 二(^广..，0：紀 二 = are the solutions, 
where / � 1 , j = 1，. •., L 2 1, i 二 1，. • •,爪• 
i.e. S = U5=i{(工 1 = = dk+i.)},r> 1 
3. 5 = CP(X, D,CiJ{xi< [di\})iJ CP(X, D,CU{xi> Id；]}). By Lemma 
2, S is then reduced as either of following: 
(a) If sub-problem with {xi < [di\} and sub-problem with {xi > � c ^ i l } 
do not satisfy C, then 二丄• 
(b) If sub-problem with {xi < does not satisfy C and there exists 
that domain D工j for sub-problem with {xi >�c?;"]} is singleton, D^. e 
D, Dxj = {dj}j = 1 , . . . /c+l, and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
{{xi = Ch,…,Xk+I = 4+1)}，then S - {{xi = (h,…,补+i = 4 + i ) } -
(c) If sub-problem with {xi < [di\} does not satisfy C and there exists 
that domain A^i for sub-problem with {xi > � c ^ i l } is not empty and 
not singleton, one of these variables rr G X is also picked up according 
to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi >�c^i"]} U {x = Vi}) U . . . U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {xi >�t^il} U {x 二 i^ n})，where vj ⑶工,j = l,...,n. Solving 
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sub-problems with {x = Vj) is equivalent to solve original problem 
C on the set X' of variables with {x = Vj], where X' C X,X' 二 
Then: 
S = U5=i{(工 1 = (hj,..” 工k = dkj)} u{x = Vj} (by assuming), if 
{ O i = dij,...,Xk = = Vj)} is the solution, where r > IJ = 
!_，•••，Tim 
i.e. S = U5=i{(工 1 = chj,…,^k+i = 4 + 1 , ) } , r > 1 
(d) If sub-problem with {xi > � c ? i l } does not satisfy C and the domain 
Dxj for sub-problem with {xi < [di\} is singleton, G D, D：,. 二 
.[dj}j = l , . . . / c + l , and all constraints in C are satisfied with {{xi = 
di ,…,Xk+i = dk+i)}, then S = { {xi = (h,…,Xk+i = c^fc+i)}-
(e) If the domain for sub-problem with {xi < [di\} is singleton, 
where G D, D^. 二 {c?)} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
{{xi = du...,Xk+i = 4 + i ) } , and the domain D^. for sub-problem 
with {xi > � d i l } is also singleton, G D, D^. - { a J and all 
constraints in C are satisfied with {{xi = a i , . . . , Xk+i = ak+i)}, then: 
S 二 二 (h,…,Xk+i = 4+1 ) } U {{xi = ai，.. •，Xk+i = ak+i)} 
(f) If the domain D^. for sub-problem with {xi < LdiJ} is singleton, 
where Dj：. G D, D：,. 二 { o j and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
{ (xi = a i , . . . = a^+i)}, and there exists domain D^. for sub-
problem with {xi > � d i l } is not empty and not singleton, a variable 
X e X also picked up according to the user-defined heuristics and 
then: 
S = {{xi = ai, •.. 二 afc+i)}U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi > \di]}[J 
{x = di}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, Cl) {xi >�(ii"]} U {x = 4 } ) , 
where di e D^^^i = . . . Solving sub-problems with {x = dj} is 
equivalent to solve original problem C on the set X' of variables with 
{x = dj}, where X' cX,X' = { x i , . • G D. Then: 
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S = { {xi = a i , . . •，a;fc+i 二 ak+i)} U {U5= i { (尉= = 4 � } U 
{x 二 dj}} (by assuming), if = ai,…，Xk+i = ak+i)} and { (xi = 
di.，. ..,Xk = dk.,oc = dj)} are the solutions, where r � 1 , j 二 1 , . . . , n. 
3 J 
i.e. S = = dij,.. = 4+1 , ) } , r > 1 
(g) If sub-problem with {xi > � ( ^ � 1 } does not satisfy C and there exits 
domain D：,. for sub-problem with {xi < [di\} is not empty and not 
singleton, a variable x e X is also picked up according to the user-
defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C u { x i < ldi\}U{x = cii}) U . . . U Integrate(X, 
D, C u { x i < [diJjU {x = 4 } ) , where (k 6 D 工,i 二 1,... ,n . 
Solving sub-problems with {x = dj} is equivalent to solve original 
problem C on the set X' of variables with {x = dj] , where X' C 
G D . Then: 
S = U5=i{(工 1 二 (k”...，ik = dk^)} U 二 dj) (by assuming), if 
{ {xi 二 = dk”oc = dj)} are the solutions, where r � 1 , j 二 
1，• • •， T l / • 
i.e. S = U5二 i{(工 1 = Xk+i = dk+ij)}, r > 1 
(h) If the domain At) for sub-problem with {xi > � f i i l } is singleton, 
where D^；. G D, D^,. 二 { o j and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
{ {xi 二 二 afc+i)}, and there exists domain D工 for sub-
problem with {xi < [di\} is not empty and not singleton, then: 
S = { (xi = 二 ak+i)}U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi < [di\}U 
{x = ^i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi < Lt^} U {x = Vn}), 
where Vi e D^^^i = I,.. • Solving sub-problems with {x = Vj} is 
equivalent to solve original problem C on the set X' of variables with 
{ x = Vj], where X ' C X , X ' 二 {工1’...，Xk], x 0 X', G D. Then: 
S = { (xi = ai, . •. ’:z;fc+i = ak+i)} U {U5=i{(工 1 = = 
{x = Vj}} (by assuming), if {{xi 二 ai，..., Xk+i = ak+i)} and {{xi = 
di.,...,Xk = dkj, X = Vj)} are the solutions, where r > 1, j = 1 , . . . , n. 
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i.e. S = U5=i{(工 1 = (kj,...,Xk+i = dk+ij)},r > 1 
(i) If there exists domain for sub-problem with {xi < [di\} and there 
exists domain D^ for sub-problem with {xi > � ( i i ] } are not empty 
and not singletons, the variable Xc G X and x G X are also picked up 
according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, CU{xi < [di\}U{xe = a^}) U … U Integrate(X, 
D,CU {xi < [di\}U {xc = ai}) U Integrate(X, D,CU {xi > {di^jU 
{x = di}) U . •. U Integrate(X, D, CU {xi > {di]}U{x = 4 } ) , where 
aj e e D^J = = 
Solving these sub-problems with {x = di} or {xc = aj} is equivalent 
to solve original problem C on the set X' of variables with {x = di], 
where X' ^ X,X' = {xi,..., Xk], xoix^^ X', G D. Then: 
S = { u j = i { ( ^ i = = dk,)} u {Xe = a j } } U 二 
di,,. ..,Xk 二 4 , ) } = di}} (by assuming), if { O i = d、，. = 
J 
dkj.Xc 二 aj)} and {{xi ：=(1、，...，3：叙=4厂 z 二 di)} are the solutions, 
where f k = ... k l,i = 1,.. • ,n. 
i.e. S 二 U5=i{(工 1 二 di-,.. •, Xk+i = 4+1,) } , T > 1 
4. 二 丄 
5. 5 = CP(X, D, C). By Lemma 2, S is then reduced as either of following: 
(a) If = 0, then 二丄• 
(b) If VD^. G D.D：,, = {di} and any constraints in C are not satisfied 
with = = then =丄. 
(c) If VD^. G D.D：,, = {di} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
X = di, i = 1,... ,k then: 
S 二 {{xi = di,…,Xk+i = dk+i)} 
(d) If is not empty and not singletons, a variable x e X is picked up 
according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
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S - Integrate(X, D, CU 二 di}) U . . .U Integrate(X, D, Cyj{x = 
dn}), where dj G D^, j = 1, •.., n. 
Solving sub-problems with {x = di} is equivalent to solve original 
problem C on the set X' of variables with {x 二 di], where X' C 
X , X ' = ..., Xk}, X i X', e D. Then: 
S = = d�,..”:ck = dk,)} U{x = di} (by assuming), if 
{(rri = chj,...,ock = = di)} is the solution, where r > l,i = 
i.e. S = U5=i{(工 1 Xk+i 二 4+1^)}，T > 1 
(5) Thus, S = =知，..•，孙+1 二 成 
is true, where dj, G D^. e D,r > I, \i {{xi = ( i i � . . •，rr^ +i = 4 + i J } is the 
solution. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Thus, an integrated algorithm is sound if every result that is returned by it is 
indeed a solution. 
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Theorem 2 
The integrated algorithm is complete. 
Proof: 
Consider the set X of variables, the set D of domains and the set C of constraints. 
Assume the set C of constraints has a solution (xi = Vxn)' Accord-
ing to the integrated algorithm, an assignment command S 二 Integrate(X, D, 
C) is reduced as following steps: 
1. Step 1 (lines 6-15). The consistency check (line 6) is applied and the 
domains are reduced if = 0, it implies C is unsatisfiable and S = 
丄(line 7), where B^ G D. As {xi =�i，...，：!；” = v^J is a solution, 
the values oi Vx^,..., v^^ are not removed from the domain D 町 , . . . , D x ^ 
respectively. If exist variables such that their domains are not empty and 
not singletons (lines 8 -15), then pick up one of these variables rr G X 
according to the user-defined heuristics. If the domain size of B^ e B 
equals two, the algorithm decomposes the set C of constraints into the 
two set of sub-problems with each domain value (Algorithm 4.1) and S = 
Integrate(X, D, { C U {rz; 二 d i } } ) U Integrate(X, D, { C U 二 c??}}), 
where Dx = {c^i, tfc}. 
2. Step 2 (lines 16-30). Otherwise, L P ( X , Q ) (line 18) is used for solving 
Ci e C, where Q is the set of linear constraints. Then the set of sub-
problems is formed by LP(X, Ci) (lines 19-28). By Lemma 1, there are five 
possible results: 
(a) LF{Xn.Ci) returns single_sol(a;i = a i , . . . ,Xn = oO, and hence S = 
CP(X, D, CU {{xi = a i , … ， = a”) } ) (lines 21-22). 
(b) LP(Xn,Q) returns multi^ol(xi = = a^), and hence S = 
CP(X，D, CU{(xi = au . . . ,Xn = an)}) U CP(X, D, C) (lines 23-24). 
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(c) LF{Xn.Ci) returns disj(x < , x > � a j ) and hence S = CP(X, 
D,Cu{x< La J } ) U CP(X, D,CU{x> (lines 25-26). 
(d) LF{Xn.Ci) returns 丄 . Q is unsatisfiable. This implies that C is 
unsatisfiable, =丄（line 27). 
(e) JiCi 二访，S = CP(X, D, C) (line 30). 
Let X = {xi,…,Xn}, D = {Dm , • •., J and a set C of constraints over X . 
If {(j；! = = Vn)} is a solution, where n is the number of variables, 
there exists that = { v o j , Vi 二 1, •.. n during the search. Then we prove this 
results by induction on n as following: 
Base Step 
1. When n = S = Integrate(X, D, C), where X = {xi}, D = {D：,,}. If 
{ {xi = t^i)} is a solution 
2. By Step 1. The consistency check is applied and the domains are reduced. 
If D工1 = 0, it implies C is unsatisfiable and =丄（line 7), where D工 G D. 
As {xi 二 is a solution, the values of Vi are not removed from the domain 
Dti. If the domain size of D：^  ^ D equals two, then: 
S = Integrate(X, D,CU {xi =外}) U Integrate(X, D, {C U {xi = ^；?}})， 
where Da：^  二 
Thus, there exists 二 {灼} for the sub-problems C U {xi =Vi}. 
3. Otherwise, there are five possible results (Step 2): 
(a) S = CP(X, C U {(xi =外 ) } ) . Thus, there exists D^, = {^i } for 
the sub-problems C U {xi = Vi}. 
(b) S = CP(X, C U {{xi = d)}) U CP(X, D, C). By Lemma 2, 
consistency check is applied. As vi form a solution, it will not be 
removed from D化 S is then reduced as either of following: 
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i. if Dx^ e D, Dx^ = {^1} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
Xi = V. 
ii. if D：,, is not empty and not singletons, S 二 CP(X, D, Cu{xi = 
d}) U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi = Vi}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, 
C{j{xi = 1；^}), where d, vi G D^^. Thus, there exists Aci 二 { ” i } 
for the sub-problems C U {o i^ = vi} . 
(c) S - CP(X, D, C U {x： < L i^J}) u CP(X, D , C U {x： > � c i l } ) . By 
Lemma 2, consistency check is applied. As Vi forms a solution, it will 
not be removed from B^,. S is then reduced as either of following: 
i. if Dxi 6 D, Dx^ 二 {vi} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
Xi = V. 
ii. if Dx^ is not empty and not singletons, then: 
S 二 Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi < [d\}U{xi 二 Vi}) U . . . U Integrate( 
X, D, Cu{xi < [d\}U {xi = Vk}) U Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi> 
'd]}U{xi = vi}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, CU {xi 2 � c T I } U {xi 二 
where Vi G D^^，Vk < [d\ and 灼 2 � c i • 
Thus, there exists D工1 二 {^；丄} for the sub-problems C U {xi > 
U {xi = vi}. 
(d) 二 丄 
(e) S = CP(X, D, C). By Lemma 2, consistency check is applied. As vi 
form a solution, it will not be removed from D町 .S is then reduced 
as either of following: 
i. if Dxi e D, D：,^ 二 {^i } and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
Xi = V. 
ii. if jD町 is not empty and not singletons, S = Integrate(X, D, 
CU{xi = i;i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi = ；^几}), where 
d, Vi e D^,. Thus, there exists A n = {^1} for the sub-problems 
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C U {x = ” i } . 
4. Thus, {(rri = 例 ) } is a solution, there exists that D^, = {^1} during the 
search and n = 1 is true. 
Induction Step 
1. Assume n = k is also true. 
i.e. If {{xi = vi,...,xn = � ) } is a solution, there exists D斯={�:}•€ = 
1,…k during the search. 
2. Now we proof f o rn = ^ + 1 and consider S = Integrate(叉，D, C), where 
X 二 { r r i , … , G If {O^i 二” 1, •. •，Xk+i =你+1 ) } is a solution 
3. By Step 1, the consistency check is applied As . . . , Vn+i form a solution, 
it will not be removed from their respective domains. If there exists vari-
ables such that their domain is not empty and not a singleton, then pick 
up one of these variable Xi e X according to the user-defined heuristics 
and the domain size of Xi equals two, and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C U {xi = Vi}) U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi 二 � } ) , 
where D^ = {vi, Vn} 
{ (xi 二外， . . .，X i . i 二 仍 X i + 1 = Vi+u …，Xk+1 = Vk+i)} is a solution for 
the sub-problems C U {xi = Vi} and there exists that Aci 二 {灼}，:z^ i ^ 
X' during the search (by assuming), where X' = {(rri = vi,.. = 
Vi.i.Xi+i = = With {xi = Vi], there exists D工 ,= 
{vi}\fi = 1, • • •, A: + 1 for solving C during the search. 
4. Otherwise, there are five possible results (Step 2): 
(a) S = CP(X, D, C U {{xi = di,.. •)}). By Lemma 2，the consistency 
check is applied. As 外，.• •，�+i form a solution, it will not be re-
moved from their respective domains and S is then reduced as either 
of following: 
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i. if \/Dx e D , D x = and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
X =�,then there exists D而 二 = 1，•.., A; + 1 for solving 
C during the search. 
ii. if 3Dx. is not empty and not singletons, pick up one of these vari-
able Xj G X according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C U {{xi 二（!“ . . . ) } U {xj = U . . . U 
Integrate(X, D, C U { { x i = (k,. • . ) }U { j ; i =外}), where Vi G D^.. 
{ ( a ； ! = 外 二 巧—lurrj+i = v j + i , . . . = 你 + 1 ) } is a 
solution for the sub-problems C U {{xi = di,...)] U {xj = Vj] 
and there exists that D^, = {vi} ,Xi e X' during the search 
(by assuming), where X' = {{xi = 二 = 
= With {xi = Vi}, there exists D ^ , = 
= 1, • •., A: + 1 for solving C during the search. 
(b) S 二 C P ( I , D, C U {{xi = c^ i，•••)}) U C P ( X , D, C). By Lemma 
2, the consistency check is applied. As 外， . .•，�+i form a solution, 
it will not be removed from their respective domains and S is then 
reduced as either of following: 
i. if VDa； G D, Ac 二 {vx} and all constraints in C are satisfied with 
rr 二 I , then there exists D^. = {vi}\/i - l , . . . , / c + l for solving 
C during the search. 
ii. if is not empty and not singletons, pick up one of these 
variable Xj G X according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, C U {{xi 二 di,.. •)} U {xj = 外 } ) U •. • U 
Integrate(X, D,CU {{xi = (k,.. •)} U {xi = Vk}) U Integrate(X, 
D, C U {xj = i;i}) U . . . U Integrate(X, D, C U {xj = � } ) , where 
Vi e D^.. 
{ {x i = v i , . . 二 巧 二 Vj+i, . . .,Xk+i = Vk+i)} is a 
solution for the sub-problems with { x j 二 v j } and there exists 
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that = {vi},Xi e X' during the search (by assuming), where 
X' = {[Xi = Vi, ... , Xi-i 二 二 t'i+i, ..., Xk+l = ^fc+l)}-
With {xi = Vi], there exists D^. = {vi]\/i = 1 , . . . , A; + 1 for 
solving C during the search. 
(c) S 二 CP(X, A C U {xi < [di\}) U CP(X, D,CU {xi >�dil}). By 
Lemma 2, the consistency check is applied. As 外，•..，�+i form a 
solution, it will not be removed from their respective domains and S 
is then reduced as either of following: 
i. if "iDx e = and any constraints in C are not satisfied 
with X = Vi, then there exists D 而 = = 1,. • •, /c + 1 for 
solving C during the search. 
ii. Otherwise is not empty and not singletons, pick up one of 
these variable Xj e X according to the user-defined heuristics and 
then S is reduced as following: 
S 二 Integrate(X, D, Cu{xi < [d\}U{xj = Vi}) U . . . U Integrate( 
X, D, CU {xi < [ c ? J } U {xj = � } ) U Integrate(X, D, C U {xi > 
'd]} U {x j 二 Vi}) u . . . U Integrate(X, D, CU {xi 2 � c T ] } U {xj = 
Vk}), where vj e D^j-
{ (xi = v i , . . . 二 =巧+1, •.. 二 ”fc+i)} is a 
solution for each sub-problem with {x j = v j } and there exists 
that = {vi},Xi e X' during the search (by assuming), where 
X' = {{xi = .. • 二 二 ^z+i,.. •, ^fc+i =外+1) } . 
With {xi = Vi}, there exists D^, = {vi]\/i 二 1, . . . , / ; : + 1 for 
solving C during the search. 
(d) = 丄 
(e) S = C P ( X , D, C). By Lemma 2，the consistency check is applied. 
As Vi , . . .,Vn+i form a solution, it will not be removed from their 
respective domains and S is then reduced as either of following: 
/ 
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i. if e D,Dx = {di} and any constraints in C are not satisfied 
with X = d“ then there exists D^i 二 = 1，...，A: + 1 for 
solving C during the search. 
ii. if 3Dxj is not empty and not singletons, pick up one of these 
variable xj G X according to the user-defined heuristics and then: 
S = Integrate(X, D, C U {xj = U . . . U Integrate(X, D, 
C U {x j = Vk}), where Vi G D^y 
{{xi = ”i,...,:rj—i = = 2;j.+i,...，:rA;+i = Vk+i)} is a 
solution for the sub-problems with {xj = vj} and there exists 
that D^, = {vi},Xi G X' during the search (by assuming), where 
X' 二 = Vi,..., Xi-i = Vi-i,Xi+i = Vi+i, . . . , Xk-^i = Vk+l)}. 
With {xi = Vi}, there exists D^, = {vi} 'ii = + 1 for 
solving C during the search. 
5. Thus, If { {xi =外，•.., Xk+i = ^ f^c+i)} is a solution, there exists that D：,,= 
{vi}\fi = 1，..., A; + 1 during the search, n 二 + 1 is also true. 
By induction, sooner or later D：, becomes a singleton and MD^ 二 {w^J during 
the search and the result = i;^：” • . . , ‘ = An) } is returned. By the theorem 
1，the result returned is the solution of the problem. 
We observe that the domain value will not be filtered out from the set 
of domain if the feasible solution (rri = 〜 ” ...，：^几 二 � e x i s t s . In general, the 
solution must be found without loss. An algorithm is complete if every solution 
can be found by it. 
(Q.E.D) 
Appendix B 
Proof of the optimization 
Lemma 3 Consider the set V of variables, the set D of domains and the set S 
of constraints, CP(Z, X , S,V,D) (Algorithm 5.3) applies the consistency check 
(line 4) and branch-and-bound search on the set S of constraints. The set D of 
domains is reduced and an assignment command Sep = CP(Z, X, S, V, D) leads 
to either of following cases: 
1. if e D,Dx = 0，then S is unsatisfiable and Sep 二 丄-
2. e = {vx] and all constraints in C are satisfied with =〜， 
then Sep = ILP(Z, X , C u a u Cbaund, D,丄),where = {(^i 二 ^^ 工丄,工 2 = 
a 工 2 , . . . , 工 n = a^n)} and Ctound = > min(B^),x < max(B^)lx G 
X , Da： + {a^} } for rri e X , i 二 1 , … n . 
3. if MD工 6 D,Dx = [vx] and any constraints in C are not satisfied with 
X = Vx： then Sep 二 丄. 
4. if there exists a variable such that its domain is not empty and not a 
singleton, then pick up a variable x e X according to the user-defined 
heuristics. For each domain value d E Dx ^ D^ Sep = 
d}, V, D). If CP(Z, X, Su{x = d}, V, D) returns 丄，and the algorithm 
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solve the sub-problems. If CP(Z，X, Su{x = d], V, D) / 丄，and 
algorithm record the solution for problem, then the procedure find another 
one solution. 
Proof: 
Case 1. Refer to line 9 of Algorithm 5.3, if any domain is empty and S is 
unsatisfiable, the algorithm returns 丄. 
Case 2. Refer to lines 10-14 of Algorithm 5.3, if the feasible solution {xi = 
= ” x j is found, the algorithm call the function ILP with Cr and 
Cbound • 
Case 3. Refer to line 15 of Algorithm 5.3, if the solution is not feasible, the 
algorithm returns 丄. 
Case 4. Refer to lines 17-27 of Algorithm 5.3, the algorithm decomposes the 
set S of constraints into the set of sub-problems with each domain value. If 
the resultant sub-problem is unsatisfiable, the procedure backtracks to another 
domain value, (lines 21) If resultant sub-problem is satisfiable, the procedure 
records the better solution and then finds another one (line 22-25). 
Lemma 4 Consider objective function Z, the X of variables, the set D of 
domains, the set Ci of linear constraints and the best current solution Zbest. 
ILP(Z, X,Ci,D,Zbest) (Algorithm 5.4) is applied with Simplex Method (line 13) 
and branch-and-bound search. A assignment command Silp = ILP(Z, X, Q , D, 
Zbest) returns the best solution with following steps: 
1. Consistency check is used to prune away the worse solution and unsatis-
fiable problems. If e D,D^ = 0, then S is unsatisfiable and Silp = 
�best• 
2. Otherwise, z = L P ( Z , G ) . LF{Z,Ci) applies the simplex method on the 
problem. 
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3. If z =丄, t h e n the current constrained optimization problem is unsatis-
fiable and SiLP = Zbest- If the worse solution is obtained from current 
constrained optimisation problem, then Sjlp = Zbest. If the returned so-
lution is integer and it is better than the current solution Zbest, then Sjlp 
= z . Otherwise, Sjlp = ILP(Z, X,Ci U {x < D, Zbest) and Sjlp 
= I L P ( Z , X,Ci u{x > Zbest)' The optimal solution is returned 
among these sub-problems. Thus, the algorithm returns the best solution 
if it exists. Otherwise, it just returns back the best current solution. 
Proof: 
Step 1. Refer to lines 8-11 of algorithm 5.4, the consistency check is applied 
during the branch-and-bound process. 
Step 2. Refer to line 13 of algorithm 5.4 and algorithm 5.5, the Simplex method 
is applied on problem and returns the solution if the solution exists. 
Step 3. Refer to line 14 of algorithm 5.4, if the problem is unsatisfiable, the 
algorithm returns Zbest- If a worse solution is obtained (lines 15-17), then the 
algorithm returns Zbest. Refer to line 18, the best integer solution is returned 
during branch-and-bound process. Otherwise, the algorithm decomposes the set 
Ci of constraints into the set of sub-problems with cutting planes and returns 
the best solution among the sub-problems (line 19-23). 
Theorem 3 
The solution that is found by integrated optimizer is the optimal solution. 
Proof: 
Consider objective function Z, the set X of variables, the set D of domains 
and the set C of constraints. According to the integrated Optimizer (Algorithm 
5.2), a assignment command S = Integrate—opt(Z, C, X, D) is reduced with the 
following steps: 
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1. The set Xn of variable is selected from the set X of variable (Algorithm 
5.1 and line 7 of Algorithm 5.2). Let di G Ar”工i ^ 二 1’...，A；, 
C U {(:ri = di,...,Xk = dk)} is degenerated to a set of linear constraints 
2. S = CP(Z, X , C，X n，D ) (line 8) is applied. 
3. Set the current best solution ztest 二 丄(line 7 of Algorithm 5.3) 
4. According to the Lemma 3，a solution { {xi = t-xi, • • •, ^n = ”工打)} for Xn 
is found. Then, the set Ctound of variables bounds is formed (line 13 of 
Algorithm 5.3) and the set C U C； U Ctound of constraints can be reduced 
to a set of linear constraints. 
5. ILP(Z, X,CU Cr U C—nd, D,丄)(line 14 of Algorithm 5.3) is applied on 
the set C u C r U Cbound of constraints and objective function Z. 
6. By Lemma 4, ILP(Z, X , C U Cr U Cbound, D,丄)returns the best solution 
and the algorithm set it as the current best solution Zbest (lines 22-25 
of Algorithm 5.3). The current best solution Zbest is also used to prune 
away the worse solution (line 23 of Algorithm 5.3). If ILP(Z, X , C U CV U 
Cbound, D, Zbest) letums 丄,C U cv U Cbound is unsatisfiable and no better 
solution is found. 
7. Then, another possible assignment for Xn is found (line 21 of Algorithm 
5.3) to form another sub-problem and the algorithm repeats the step 2, 
3, 4，5 and 6 on each sub-problem. The algorithm stops until no other 
possible assignment exists. Then, S 二 Zbest (line 27 of Algorithm 5.3) 
We observe that each possible assignment of Xn is found (lines 20-26 of Algorithm 
5.3) and the best solution of each sub-problem is returned (line 21 of Algorithm 
5.3). Among the best solution of sub-problem, the algorithm selects the best 
solution (lines 22-15 of Algorithm 5.3). Solving for the sub-problem is equivalent 
to solve the original problem. Thus, the best solution among the sub-problems 
/ 
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